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Concept Based Ranking in Personal Repositories

Summary

We are storing an increasing amount of digital information to support our work
and life activities. Emails, documents, articles, bookmarks, e-books, images, audio and
video are being persisted not only in our hard drives but also in the storage provided
by the newer Web 2.0 services. All this information constitutes some sort of personal
digital memory, where the key feature is to be able to find what we are looking for as
fast as possible.

Information requests in these personal repositories are mostly related to the re-
finding of documents we have already read/seen. Pulí text search will do the job when
we remember the exact words, which is getting harder nowadays; so we may remember
a concept associated in our memory to the information object we are looking for. To
sol ve this problem, concept based query expansión is the solution.

With query expansión, our chances to find the document requested increase. But
if the list of results is big, probably it will take some time to lócate it. In repositories
like the Personal Digital Library system, which targets an optimal use in portable
devices, it is important to have an adequate ranking of the documents to provide a
better searching experience.

The analysis of the linking structure of documents is a good ranking factor for
general search engines. But in the context of personal collections, this factor is not
available; so, more information is needed about the document and the tagging approach
seems like the best option to provide more criteria to rank appropiately the list of
results.

This research proposes an architecture of a conceptual information retrieval system
for personal repositories, which includes tagging as the semantics provider mechanism
and query expansión as the recall enabler. The architecture includes an additional
feature to gather more semantics which is the indexing of concepts using latent semantic
analysis.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Our society's progress has been dependent on access to the knowledge generated
by our ancestors; throughout our history the libraries had been gathering, archiving
and preserving the written knowledge, classifying and organizing these collections to
make them available to the public. Nowadays, since an important amount of our inter-
actions can be digitized, we can even have access to the information generated by our
colleagues almost in an on-needed basis, it is the digital libraries' job to organize this
information.

A digital library is a collection of digital information objects and services which
support users in dealing with management, access, storage and manipulation of these
objects, taking special consideration in the organization and presentation of the objects
so users find them useful and have fewer problems in understanding them [78]. One of
the key requirements for a digital library is to provide adequate search tools to allow
agüe access to the information requested [55].

The amount of information available is huge. According to the EMC's Digital
Universe Whitepaper [51] 161 exabytes where used to store digital information in 2006,
only 25% of the 161 exabytes is original data. These numbers are going to keep grow-
ing as more information becomes digitally available - like digital TV broadcasting or
the digitization of books collections by the Open Content Alliance and Google - and
archival efforts like the Internet Archive or the Televisión Broadcast archiving [66] bring
memory capabilities to the most powerful médiums in our culture; digital libraries have
to take into consideration this constant growth.

These general and vertical repositories are being researched by the industry leaders
to provide a better experience for the users, the research presented is oriented to provide
a contribution with a more specific approach: repositories that are of specific interest
to an individual.



1.1 Personal Digital Repositories
We are capturing and storing an increasing amount of digital information to sup-

port our work and life activities. The information we are preserving includes emails,
documents, articles, bookmarks, conversations, electronic books, digital images and
photographs, audio and video recordings, attention indicators and other historical meta-
data to allow us use and re-use the collected information in the most useful way to our
personal needs; we are looking to have our own personal digital memory available at a
snap.

The personal computer is the place where we collect our personal digital archives
and we have been using hierarchical folders to classify the information in our computers.
With the mentioned increase in volume data the search Utilities provided by operating
systems are inadequate to ease the finding of documents, email messages or multimedia
files because they do not analyze content. In the last couple of years the search engine
industry has introduced the desktop search engines, tools that try to index the data
in the file and gather as much metadata as available [30] to provide a better search
experience.

This first group of desktop search tools is focused on content indexing, databases
are created with the information collected but they are still dependent on the hierarchi-
cal file system structure; the upcoming generation is focused on providing lightweight
organization options to provide a better search experience. WinFS was the solution
proposed by Microsoft and was conceived as a relational, object-oriented filesystem,
but the integration of datábase capabilities to the existing file system implementations
is taking longer than expected. There are two promising file systems being developed
by the open source community: Reiser4 and ZFS that will help research and adoption
in this área, in the meantime the implementation of virtual folders and semantic-driven
ideas can provide better interfaces for users to access their data [96].

The current evolution of the web a.k.a. Web 2.0 is driven by the easiness of pro-
ducing and publishing web content; this enables a much more participative experience
for web users where blogs are establishing users' online presence and people are sharing,
trading and collaborating information through social web services. In this scenario our
information is not stored only in our hard drives anymore but also in the web storage
provided by email, photo, audio and video hosting services and the online bookmarking
tools; in this social live web tagging has become the preferred approach to organize the
information.



1.1.1 Personal Digital Libraries
Digital libraries are an special type of repository, created to be the primary source

of content for scholarship and teaching, and with the potential to transform the conduct
of disciplinary research and foster new áreas of investigation for existing disciplines [18];
to achieve this goal these libraries should provide adequate tools and services to man-
age the resources available for every individual purposes and support personal activities.

The first approach to get this goal is the personalization of digital library resources
in order to maximize the benefit for users. In the literature review available in [69],
some library personalization projects are introduced which include implementations of
personalized library environments, news agents generated through user profiling and
the sharing of resources between teachers and students using digital portafolio archives.

In our interconnected society, where more ubiquitous smart devices are coming
out it is also important to take into consideration the always on, always connected
expectations of users, the PDLib system provides each user a general purpose docu-
ment repository with the ability to access this library from most computing devices
connected to the Internet, towards granting access "from anyplace at anytime" [4].

This personal digital library system provides traditional services available in digital
libraries like the creation and deletion of collections, the submission of documents,
metadata and full text indexing and document search and retrieval; and also includes
some innovative services like personalized classification schemas, interoperability with
other retrieval systems using well-know interoperability protocols and the interchange
of digital content between its users [3].

1.1.2 Search in Personal Repositories
A larger amount of the information that circles around us is being stored digitally,

so the information captured in a personal repository it is not only what was obtained
when we were in searching mode, but it also includes the other modes of information
seeking: browsing, monitoring and being aware. [10]

There are four types of information seeking behaviors in the web: known-item,
exploratory, don't know what you need to know and re-finding, [85] search is a recom-
mended approach for three of them:

Known-item. When you know what you are looking for and remember the words
used to describe it.



• Exploratory. When you know what you are looking for but do not know the right
words to articúlate the need.

• Re-finding. When you know what you are looking for but probably do not re-
member the exact words used to describe it.

The concept and perception of search is still evolving. Before Internet became
mainstream, search was associated to the finding of specific information in metadata
or datábase schemas; in the first generation of the web, search got related to finding
words in full text and in this Google era, searching is the starting point for information
exploration. This evolution has been driven by the users' expectations and current
requirements include the ability to search for knowledge - providing encyclopedia like
answers - and personalizaron.

The following paths of evolution are being explored by the search industry to
satisfy these requirements:

• Contextúa! Search. Discovering information through automated concept mod-
eling and extraction of patterns and relationships between entities in text or
structured data sources.

• Semantic Search. Understand the meaning (better semantics) of user require-
ments and obtain better semantics from the content using extended metadata
(tagging, RDF, etc)

• Domain Specific Search. Associate related content by domain and adjust the
results according to this association.

• Interactive Search. Use historical attention/intention data to infer the user needs.

• Custom Search. Allow the selection of subsets from the general index and the
interaction with other vertical índices in a single aggregation point.

These trends can be applied to personal repositories, where search is generally
used to re-find information. Concept based information retrieval techniques are a good
option to get better recall figures and query expansión techniques have already shown
improvements in precisión [49].

1.2 Problem Statement
A lot of information seeking in personal repositories is related to re-finding doc-

uments we have already read/seen, full text search applications have increased the



probability to find a document when we do not remember the title or other descriptive
metadata. But the information overload phenomenon does not help our memory and
it is more likely that we will not remember the exact words in the document, just some
concepts our memory associated with them.

As mentioned before, concept based query expansión is the recommended tech-
nology to solve this problem; but this solution comes with a price, we are almost sure
that the document we were looking for is on the list of results to our search, but this
list is bigger and the document we are looking for may not be in the first page of results
presented. In the context of a library that can be accessed from portable devices like
PDLib it is important to provide the best method to rank the documents available.

Google has proved in web search that the wisdom of crowds - modeled through
linking structure - is a good ranking factor, but is it possible to apply it in the context
of personal collections. There is some on-going research related, but until the solution
is found we can use other factors to optimize this ranking, in this thesis a combination
of contextual and semantic analysis is proposed to achieve this goal.

1.2.1 Research Goal
The main objective of this research study is to provide enhanced functionality to

the search experience in a personal digital repository, with the inclusión - in the results
list to a query - of documents that were not considered before and with an appropiate
ranking of these documents - taking into account limited display capabilities in mobile
devices - using user-generated metadata (tagging) and automatic extraction of concepts
using latent semantic indexing techniques.

The solution proposed gets the user query through a standard keyword based
interface so the system is easy to use from mobile devices, it expands the query terms
using a generic thesaurus generating a set of related queries which are sent to the
full text engine, the tag-based index and the latent semantic index, those scores are
combined to adjust the final ranking of the documents presented to the user.

1.2.2 Hypothesis
The use of a concept based query expansión of the query search terms with user-

generated metadata will improve the relevance ranking of the results to searches in a
personal repository.



For this research purposes, user-generated metadata refers to the tagging of docu-
ments which provides extended semantics related to the documents; it is assumed that
the tagging used will be relevant for the user so the model presented is independent on
the accuracy of the tags used to describe the semantic relationship.

1.2.3 Contributions
The main contribution of the thesis is to provide an adequate ranking combining

user-generated metadata and concept based query expansión for searches in personal
repositories. In order to achieve this, additional research performed is also mentioned.

Since the main focus is ranking, the references provided in the literature chapter
show the state of the art publicly available. This research was conducted to find rel-
evant ideas to ease the combination of the evidences collected from the queries to the
full text, tag and latent concepts Índices.

Concept based information retrieval is the approach taken to find the solution, so
diíferent techniques related are reviewed to identify which ones can be used for personal
repositories; in order to provide a better organization and indexing of the documents.

The final scope of the research are personal repositories, so similar reports con-
ducted to enhance the personal experience are mentioned in the literature review, pro-
viding relevant information to know what other techniques can be useful to continué
the research initiated here.

The results of the experiment were compared with the results a similar test set
using Google CSE returned. The average precisión is enhanced using the relevant
expansión configuration as the average recall, giving a 8.7% increase in the F l score.

1.3 Thesis Outline
This document is divided into five chapters.

This chapter presents an introduction of personal repositories, personal digital li-
braries and how is searching performed in these scenarios. The problem that this thesis
aims to solve is also presented with the goals and the contributions you can expect to
see in this document.

The second chapter includes a literature review on concept based information re-
trieval, concept based organization, personal information retrieval and ranking search
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results. It sets the conceptual basis for this research.

The third chapter presents the architecture of a concept based retrieval system
that includes extended metadata and concepts indexing to provide ranked documents
combining the evidence obtained from the system components.

The fourth chapter shows the technologies and tools used to build the system and
how the set of experiments was constructed. It also presents how to intégrate the com-
ponents to other systems, the examples are targeted to the integration with the PDLib
system.

The last chapter presents the results, conclusions and the future work suggested.



Chapter 2

Literature Review

In this chapter we present the state of the art of the technologies involved in the
design of a concept based model to information retrieval in personal repositories. The
goal of this chapter is to set the theoretical background for the technical choices we
made for the architecture proposed in this document.

At first, concept based information retrieval is defined and relevant research in
the área is presented; then the approaches used in semantic based organization of
documents are introduced followed by research related to personal information retrieval
issues. At last, known search ranking factors are mentioned to get an idea of what is
working in this field.

2.1 Concept based Information Retrieval
Information Retrieval is known as the science of searching for information in doc-

uments, searching for documents themselves, searching for metadata which describe
documents, or searching within databases, whether relational stand-alone databases or
hypertextually-networked databases such as the World Wide Web. IR is interdisci-
plinary, based on computer science, mathematics, library science, information science,
cognitive psychology, linguistics, statistics, physics. [31].

As an academic field of study, Information Retrieval has been defined as finding
material (usually documents) of an unstructured nature (usually text) that satisfy an
information need from within large collections (usually on local computer servers or
on the Internet), where unstructured data refers to data which does not have clear,
semantically public, easy-for-a-computer structure. IR also covers operations typically
done in browsing document collections or further processing on a set of retrieved doc-
uments. [83]

The use of Information Retrieval (IR) systems has increased in the last two
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Figure 2.1: Information Retrieval Models

decades, it became the dominant form of information access over traditional datábase
structured-style searching. Web search engines like Google and Yahoo are the most
visible applications of these technologies. The key to build successful systems is the
model used to represent documents, these models can be categorized according to their
mathematical basis and the term dependencies properties of the model [77] as shown
in Figure 2.1. The categorization shown is used later in this chapter to present the
conceptual models analyzed in this literature review.

Information retrieval tools rely on the fact that information objeets have an associ-
ated description of their contents and attempt to match these descriptions with a user's
query formulated to retrieve information objeets. To ease the interaction with users,
text is considered as a universal descriptor for other information sources including im-
ages, audio and video. Recently, researchers have been exploring the use of images and
audio submitted by users to perform pattern-based matching to retrieve information
objeets but these studies are still work in progress, so text interfaces continué as the
simplest way to interact with users.

There are two main information retrieval models related to query interfaces, the
most used model is keyword search while concept search is the most promising because
of its focus in the meaning of words:

• Keyword-based Search. It is based on keyword indexing systems, boolean logic
to indícate the required/optional presence of query terms and statistical methods



like the frequency of keyword occurrence to order the results to a query. The
main shortcoming of this model is that it does not take into account the meaning
of words or phrases which is a problem since the natural language found in the
contents of documents is usually ambiguous.

• Concept-based Search. A Conceptual Information Retrieval system aims at re-
trieving documents based on their meaning rather than the occurrence of key-
words in their content. The meaning depends on conceptual relationships to
objects in the world rather than to linguistic or contextual relations found in
texts or dictionaries [57]. Conceptual structures, such as taxonomies, ontologies,
semantic networks, thesaurus and predictive neural networks, are used to map
the descriptions of information objects to concepts with the keywords used in a
query; these conceptual structures can be constructed manually or automatically
and can be general or domain specific.

Using the mathematical background classification shown in Figure 2.1: set-theoretic,
algebraic and probabilistic conceptual models are described in the following sections.

2.1.1 Set-theoretic conceptual models
r

This type of models use sets to represent documents and set-theoretic operations
like unión, intersection and complement are used to find similarities between sets to
order the results to a query. These models are combined with Boolean algebra and
Puzzy logic to perform query operations.

Boolean based model

The dominant search strategy in information retrieval until the mid-nineties was
the Boolean model, mainly because it was easy to use and understand. It is a restric-
tive model because it is based on set theory and Boolean algebra. The documents are
usually represented as vectors of index terms that specify which terms appear in every
document; queries are boolean expressions containing a list of keywords connected with
the Boolean operators AND, OR and NOT.

There are two ways to introduce conceptual approaches in this model, one is to
incorpórate thesaurus components in the query terms (detailed in Section 2.4.4) and
the other is related to the use ontologies to map the information content into a concept
representation.

Ontologies can be general or domain specific, they can differ in the form of repre-
sentation and construction of relationship between concepts. To benefit from the use of

10



ontologies in the evaluation and articulation of requests, it is recommended that users
of this type of systems agree on the conceptualization employed in the ontologies. [21]

Textual content on the Web is generally expressed in natural language and pub-
lished in Hypertext Markup Language which is used to describe the structure of the
documents and the links between them. To achieve better descriptions of the content
and find, share and intégrate the information in the documents easily the visión of a
semantic web has been proposed [15]; where the use of ontologies is expected to allow
semantic search in the web.

The most-used formalisms to represent Semantic Web metadata are the Resource
Description Framework (RDF), Topic Maps and the Web Ontology Language. To
search in these representations, semantic web query languages [7] are used and usually
are based on Boolean search models.

A Boolean ontology-based retrieval model is ideal when the information space con-
sists of non-ambiguous, non-redundant, formal pieces of ontological knowledge [47] and
the whole information corpus can be fully represented as an ontology-driven knowledge
base, because these systems return exact valúes in response to user queries. With the
chaotic continuous growth of information phenomenon, these restrictions do not allow
puré Boolean models to scale well.

Fuzzy set model

Information retrieval is in nature uncertain, so fuzzy set models are interesting
approaches to move from keywords document representations to concepts modeling.
Using a fuzzy conceptual hierarchical structure which encodes the knowledge of the
topical domain of a considered collection of documents to index them and express user
queries can outperform classical vector space models. [13]

Fuzzy logic is also being applied in other áreas in information retrieval like cross-
language text retrieval where documents are selected in response to queries expressed
in different languages. Fuzzy conceptual indexing [26] is a technique that includes:

• Fuzzy multilingual-term clustering. Constructs a language-independent concept
space that represents the relevant concepts in the terms domain fuzzy-clustered
in concept classes.

• Fuzzy concept-index weighting. It is used as the relevance indicator between the
concepts and the text.

11



Puzzy conceptual indexing is similar to Latent Semantic Indexing techniques (pre-
sented in Section 2.1.2) with the addition that it provides a way to validate the identified
concept-term relation. The drawback is that fuzzy indexing needs a parallel corpus with
translated versions of identical texts in múltiple languages, which makes a fuzzy con-
ceptual approach difficult to apply to a personal repository but a personal multilingual
financial news filtering system can be developed using this technique.

2.1.2 Algebraic conceptual models
In these models documents and queries are represented as vectors, matrices or

tupies, algebraic operations are performed to transform these vectors and provide a
one-dimensional similarity measurement.

Vector space model

The representation of a set of documents as vectors in a common vector space
is known as the vector space model, this representation is fundamental to perform
information retrieval operations like the scoring of documents on a query, document
classification and document clustering. Each term in a document is weighted according
to the number of occurrences of the term in the document, therefore these weights are
a signature of the topics discussed in the document.

As mention in Section 2.1.1 Boolean semantic search systems are good when the
information is fully represented in the knowledge base but the scalability issue is the
main drawback. An adaption of the vector space model for ontology based information
retrieval has been proposed [25] which includes a scheme for semi-automatic annotation
of documents using ontologies.

The retrieval model includes an annotation weighting algorithm and a ranking
algorithm to work around the knowledge base incompleteness. This approach has the
potential to replace keyword extraction and the indexing process on keyword-based
models with the document annotation and weighting procedures and could be used for
the profiling of user interests towards a personahzed search in ontology-based frame-
works. [24].

Context vector model

In the vector space model terms are assumed to be independent, Context vector
model is an extensión which incorporates term dependencies based on semantic rela-
tionships. The context vectors are generated based on the co-occurrence of terms in

12



the same documents. [17]

With the use of ontologies, concept indexing can be achieved by using a document
semantic core to represent documents. [11] A semantic network is constructed by
detecting mono and multiword concepts from a document using WordNet, the semantic
relatedness between the concepts senses is computed to disambiguate the concepts
and the best scored concepts senses are selected as nodes to build the correspondent
document semantic core. This conceptual indexing combined with classic keyword Term
Prequency - Inverse Document Frequency (TF-IDF) weighting enhances the precisión
of a retrieval system but the computation of similarity measures takes some time to
process.

Latent semantic analysis

There are a lot of redundancies and ambiguities in textual content. Because of
synonymy and polysemy documents sharing vocabulary can refer to different topics
while documents with very different vocabulary can refer to a similar subject, this is
the problem that similarity search and indexing try to address.

Latent Semantic Indexing (LSI) [36] is one of the methods used to overeóme lex-
ical matching problems by using conceptual Índices - derived statistically - instead of
individual words, this technique tries to capture hidden semantic structures using lin-
ear algebra by projecting the data into a small subspace of the original data where
the noise effeets of synonymy and polysemy are removed. This subspace is called the
concept space and it is dependent upon the document collection analyzed, in this latent
semantic space a query and a document can have high cosine similarity - considered sta-
tistically similar - even if they do not share any ternas and it is an alternative similarity
metric to word overlap measures like Term Frequency - Inverse Document Frequency
(TF-IDF).

A vector space model has as many dimensions as terms, LSI allows dimensional-
ity reduction by applying Singular Valué Decomposition (SVD) to a word-by-document
matrix, from the different mappings available from high-dimensional to low-dimensional
spaces LSI chooses the optimal in the sense that it minimizes the distance between two
matrices. [99]

The main advantages of using LSI come from the assumption that latent semantic
analysis recovers the original semantic structure of the space:

• Synonymy. A concept and all documents related to it are likely to be represented
by a similar weighted combination of the variables indexed.

13



• Polysemy. In a reduced representation it is expected that rare and less important
usage of certain terms is removed; take into consideration that if the real meaning
of the term is not cióse to the average meaning calculated, LSI may actually reduce
quality of the search.

• Term Dependence. In the reduced space, terms are positioned to reflect the
correlations in their use across documents which leads to improved performance
by using these associations in the retrieval process.

There are no conclusive results that show the superiority of LSI over the basic
vector space model, so when deciding the application these disadvantages need to be
consider.

• Storage. Although SVD representation reduces dimensionality, the resulting
space is beyond the capacity of spatial indexing structures. We need more storage
because a vector is needed for every semantic dimensión we want to persist and
the valúes are real numbers while in the original vector space model term frequen-
cies are integers; moreover the occurrence of a lexical term in a document is not
represented, only the semantic meaning so if we want to keep that functionality
term frequency vectors have to be stored too.

• Efficiency. A query must be compared with every document in the collection so
it takes more time than what an inverted index takes when searching in vector
space, there are several factors to reduce this time but it is a given that the
implementation of LSI requires an additional investment of storage and computing
time.

• Normal Distribution. SVD as a least-square method is designed for normally
distributed data which is not appropiate for the count data available in a term-
by-document matrix, there are no conclusive results yet available on this issue.

To overeóme the spatial indexing issues, a method that allows high quality simi-
larity search and indexing techniques by representing documents in terms of conceptual
word-chains is presented in [1], the technique is focused on document-to-document sim-
ilarity queries which is used in recommendation systems and personalized information
filtering.

LSI can also be applied to text classification, in [80] a method that combines
WordNet thesaurus to move text representation from bag-of-words to bag-of-semantic
sets and a latent semantic indexing model to mine the relations among concepts is
presented and the results show enhancements in Naive Bayes text classification and
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simple vector distance text classification.

As this second generation of the web is maturing, the number of web services keeps
growing and a problem with how to use the content from these services is becoming
apparent [39]. We are not able to have links and pointers to the resources so the inter-
action is limited. There are some experts that state the Semantic Web is the solution
to achieve hypermedia, also known as hyperdata [5]. In open hypermedia systems, links
are managed and stored in a special datábase without changing the original structure
and format of documents.

In Macedo's paper [81], an infrastructure that applies a latent semantic approach
in the automatic generation of hypertext links among information contained in web
repositories is presented showing another área where latent semantic analysis is useful.

The application of LSI is also being researched in two interesting áreas: speech
recognition and conversation augmentation. With the goal to augment a user's work
environment with automatic presentation of relevant documents to the current task in
real time, a variant called Latent Semantic Googling [102] has been proposed.

Ambient Google, the prototype system, uses a speech recognition engine to gen-
érate keyphrases queries from conversation between users and sends them to Google,
the results returned are used to créate a knowledge base to analyze the structural se-
mantics and pragmatics of the speech input. The assumption is that the top results
and the short snippets returned by Google had enough semantic evidence to classify
speech context and the results obtained demónstrate the potential of this approach to
overeóme the information overload problem.

2.1.3 Probabilistic conceptual models
These models treat document retrieval as a multirandom stage experiment, based

on the consideration that an IR system has an uncertain understanding of the infor-
mation need. In set-theoretic and algebraic models matching is done with a formally
defined calculus of index terms but since document and query representations are se-
mantically imprecise the system results are an uncertain guess of whether a document
has content relevant to the query and probability theory is a good approach for rea-
soning under uncertainty.

In search engines the ranking method is the core of an IR system, documents in
probabilistic models are ranked by the estimated probability of their relevance with
respect to the information need. These probabilities are estimates and the Binary
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Independence Model provides easy ways of calculating them under the following as-
sumptions: document relevance is independent, the user has a single step information
need and documents are represented as Boolean term incident vectors.

Although probabilistic approaches seem the best fit to IR uncertainty nature, the
methods are not that popular because they never won on performance. The big differ-
ence with vector space models is that queries scores are calculated by using a probability
theory formula instead of cosine similarity and tf-idf. One influential extensión of the
probabilistic model is the term weighting function Okapi BM25 [110]where term fre-
quency and document length are taken into consideration and provide a better ranking
factor for result lists.

Belief Networks

Bayesian networks are directed graphs that show the probabilistic dependencies
between variables and have been introduced as a probabilistic graphical model for infor-
mation retrieval in [113]. These networks have led to the development of sophisticated
algorithms for propagating influence to allow learning and inference with arbitrary
knowledge of arbitrary directed acyclic graphs.

A generalization of the inference network model is introduced in [97] where the
belief network proposed is tuned to subsume the vector model, this basic representation
can be extended to incorpórate new evidence from distinct information sources like past
queries, thesauri and link analysis to provide improvements in document ranking [91].

A brief bibliographic review of different ways in which Bayesian networks have
been applied is available at [22], the propagation + evaluation inference technique
proposed in the Bayesian Network Retrieval model [23] is one of the most interesting
approaches to efficiently compute the relevance probabilities of the documents in the
network .

Probabilistic Latent Semantic Analysis

LSI described in section 2.1.2 is a valuable analysis tool but it lacks a theoretical
foundation, this issue is the motivation behind the model called Probabilistic Latent
Semantic Analysis (PLSA) which has statistical foundation based on the aspect model
[62]. This model is a latent variable model for co-ocurrence data which associates an
unobserved class variable with each observation, the main difference with LSI is the
objective function utilized to determine the optimal decomposition/optimization [61]
and its main advantage is the possibility to use it for unsupervised text learning.
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This probabilistic anaJysis combined with the method of selecting segmentation
points based on the similarity valúes between pairs of adjacent blocks provides a better
segmentation of topics in long text documents [20]. Topic based segmentation is useful
to improve retrieval accuracy of meaningful portions of text - subtopics in a document
- and the method exploits similarities in word meaning detected by PLSA to identify
subtopic boundaries within a document.

The clustering of user sessions is the web mining technique most used to identify
web user access patterns; in order to make this process automatic, PLSA is used to
créate models of web users that take into consideration the navigational usage data
and the web pages content [71]. With the latent discovered patterns a personalized rec-
ommendation algorithm to provide dynamic content is presented and the results show
that a more accurate representation of user behavior is obtained with great flexibility
to perform supervised or unsupervised analysis tasks.

2.2 Concept Based Organization
Categories are the traditional mechanism to organize information into related

groups, the following are the most used ways to organize information since Internet
became popular:

• Directory. An organized set of links, categorized in a way that ñames will provide
instant context information to users

• Classification. A set of specialists enter some metadata for a document and apply
some subject categories to it and place the document into a class for later retrieval.

• Thesaurus. A set of related terms - which is not hierarchical - which describes
concepts in a controlled vocabulary; it includes synonyms, broader and narrower
terms, related terms among others.

• Taxonomy. A particular set of information organized for a particular purpose,
items usually fit into several taxonomic categories.

• Clustering. A process to group documents based on similarity of words or the
concepts interpreted by a document analysis engine.

• Ontology. A logical framework for knowledge representation where categories of
things are studied within a domain.

Since 2004, a lightweight approach - tagging - has become popular as an alter-
native to the scalability issues of categorization. Ontology has been considered as the
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highest-order method of organization and the Semantic Web was built under this as-
sumption [106], but the rise of ontological categorization is based on the undisputed
ability of a recognized institution to provide efficient storage in a world with physical
constraints helping people's inability to keep the location of a few hundred things in
their mind at once [105].

On the web, data is decoupled from the physical presence so potentially anyone
can have his own ontology updated at anytime so the creation of a complete general
coherent categorization is not possible.

The use of symbolic links was the first step towards a categorization mechanism
provided by everybody. A URL provides a global unique item pointer mechanism that
is decentralized and does not require a top-down organization scheme, so to categorize
the documents - without thinking about the physical restrictions learned - we can
store all the semantic associations, with the object referred by the URL, our cognitive
process activate [108]. The tagging approach eliminates the decisión - forced by physical
constraints - to choose the right category and it is user friendly because of its simplicity.

2.2.1 Tagging
This type of free-form labeling of resources without categorical constraints seems

like a recipe for disaster but until we find a way to automate this process into a formal
structure it is the only approach that can scale with the web content growth. The
simplicity of labels and the effect to group related URLs together provides a huge
amount of user-produced organizational information at a relatively small cost, here are
some advantages of tagging systems [105]:

• Market Logic. The combination of myriad amateur classifications over time is
more valuable than professional categorization schemes and distinct points of
view can co-exist without being homogenized.

• User and Time are Core Attributes. It is important to know who is tagging the
resource to build trust and identify users with similar interests and the timestamp
provides an indicator in the current World Live Web.

• Signal Loss from Expression. Usually organization schemes get worse with scale,
but tagging gets better; there are different right ways to organize things.

• Filtering is Done Post Hoc. The Web's cataloguer is everybody, odd or unusual
tags are ignored by users if they are not appropiate for the resource.
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• Merged from URLs, Not Categories. The categorization in tagging is a bottom-up
approach because it fits better to uncertain environments.

• Merges are Probabilistic, not Binary. Tag relationships are not boolean so two
tags are related as an option of "kind of is/somewhat is/sort of is/overlaps to this
degree" obtained by probabilities.

There are over 3,500 Web 2.0 services and the great majority of them includes
tagging support as the organization mechanism, but there is not too much research
related to tagging systems. These systems have the potential to improve search and
personal organization by the introduction of new modalities of social communication
and new evidence for web mining. A conceptual model for social tagging web-based
systems is introduced in [84] and it has three individual elements:

• Resources. The connections between each other, like the links between web pages.

• Users. Associated by a social network or sets of affiliations.

• Tags. Users assign tasks to specific resources.

In the referred paper [84], the following dimensions are identified as key for the
design of tagging systems because of their effect on the content and usefulness of tags
generated by the system:

• Tagging Rights. The restriction on group tagging is the most important charac-
terization of a system, it shows the nature and type of the resultant tags which
can be applied only to resources created by the user (self-tagging), have different
levéis of permissions needed or allow any user to tag any resource (free-for-all).

• Tagging Support. It refers to the user interface support when adding tags: the
user cannot watch other tags associated with a resource, the user can see tags
already associated or the system suggests possible tags towards tag consolidation
usage.

• Aggregation. It refers to the multiplicity of tags permitted for a same resource,
if it is allowed some kind of popularity can be inferred from the information on
tag frequencies.

• Type of Object. It refers to the type of resource being tagged: web pages, biblio-
graphic material, blog posts, images, users, audio and video objects or any object
digitally represented.

• Source of material. It refers to who is supplying the resources: the community,
the system or as a mediator for any web resources.
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• Resource connectivity. It refers to the independerá connectivity between resources
without taking into consideration the relation user tags provide.

• Social connectivity. It refers to the adoption of localized folksonomies based on
social structure in the system.

Tags are being used for social navigation by a community and also to share ex-
pression, this is the community's vocabulary of tags. In [101] a model that explains
vocabulary evolution in tagging communities is presented, this model shows the in-
fluence of personal tendency to apply tags based on their past tagging behaviors and
the community influence of the tagging behaviors of other members of the community.
The results include an analysis on the effect of using prívate, shared, popular and rec-
ommended tags on vocabulary evolution, tag utility, tag adoption and user satisfaction.

del.icio.us [37] is the most popular online bookmarking tool which allows collabo-
rative tagging, in [56] the structure of this system is analyzed discovering regularities
in user activity, tag frequencies, bursts of popularity in bookmarking and the following
kinds of tags used:

• Identifying What (or Who) it is About. The topics of items, usually common and
proper nouns

• Identifying What it Is. The kind of thing of the item: an article, blog, book, etc.

• Identifying Who Owns It. The person who owns the content.

• Refining Categories. Numbers to qualify or refine existing categories

• Identifying Qualities or Characteristics. Adjectives that express the tagger's opin-
ión about the content

• Self Reference. ítems that include some relation to the tagger

• Task Organizing. Information related to an action or task in order to group it
together.

2.2.2 Information Retrieval in Folksonomies
The promise of the Semantic Web is taking sometime to realize so with user-centric

publishing flourishing, there is a need for alternatives. Lightweight knowledge represen-
tation approaches like folksonomies had an inmediate success as conceptual structures
created by the people because there are no specific skills needed to use them and an
inmediate benefit is visible for each user without too much overhead.
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Folksonomies use is not only popular on public web services but also on intranets,
where they can augment the rigid structure of corporate knowledge management by
the addition of individual statements to resources and with this structure, allow the
extraction of recommendations for intranet users. FolkRank is presented in [64], this
formal model ranks search results in internet and intranet folksonomy systems and it
is inspired by the PageRank algorithm.

Social news sharing systems like Digg rank the stories submitted using a user
rating system, as with any user input system it can be abused for profit or personal
satisfaction; the same phenomenon occurs with tagging where spam-tagging can have
negative effects such as false classification, dilution of meaning and overabundance
of advertising [111]. To overeóme these issues two ranking algorithms are proposed:
UserRank, which provides a ranking of users based on whose taggings are most often
followed, and TagRank which provides a ranking of tags based on the ranking of users.
These ranking methodologies are an attempt to provide consensus for trust and aecu-
racy to community members as external consumers of the information.

Semantical structures are being used in tagging systems to allow an easier browsing
and navigation information of information spaces. Clustering techniques help to reduce
the semantic density and improve the visual consisteney of tag clouds but the groups
generated are messy and hard to predict; and facets - orthogonal descriptors within a
metadata system - provide a middle ground with monolithic hierarchical organization
by satisfying the needs of a wide range of users with diíferent mental models and
vocabularies [95]. There is also another work in progress - Fuzzzy - which uses Topic
Maps [90] to establish relationships between tags in a similar way as facets.

2.3 Personal Information Re-Use
When we are looking for information in large or unfamiliar sources like the Web

we use information retrieval technologies designed to facilitate information discovery,
but when we are searching in our personal repository we are usually trying to develop
or use knowledge to fulfill our work/personal activities; this process involves finding
and re-using information we have already seen [40]. While there is on-going research
to identify the differences between searching and re-finding [72], tools to help personal
information retrieval and re-use are becoming to see widespread use.

Operating system vendors provided search tools for our personal computers under
the assumption that we will remember some portion of the file title to find a document,
this approach was good enough until the information overload phenomenon occurred
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and the tools became not that helpful anymore. To overeóme this problem, desktop
search applications brought full text search to our PCs trying to reproduce the success
web search engines provided to general information retrieval needs.

But the secret sauce used in web search, the wisdom of crowds and an implicit
voting system like PageRank, is not available for personal search so other factors have
to be considered to enhance this experience. Rich search and browsing capabilities to
support exploration are built in PC operating systems tools like Apple's Spotlight and
Microsoft's Vista Search; while standalone desktop search tools providers like Google
Desktop Search (GDS) rely on incremental search [38] - searching while typing query
terms - to help our memory recall. Other factors GDS takes into account for ranking
documents are presented in section 2.4.3.

One interesting approach to get linking between documents is introduced in [54],
where semantic metadata is generated from activities performed on a personal com-
puter in three different contexts: email, folder hierarchies and web cache. The context
information is represented as RDF metadata and some additional data is extracted
by using the documents stored in the web cache. This research is similar to the per-
sonalized content syndication approach presented in [74] but on metadata constructed
incrementally that models a user's context and preferences.

Personal computers are the central repository of the information objeets with
whom we have been interacting. At first we record legacy context we might want to
see later like books, documents, web pages, photos, audio and video but our lifestyle
habits are being changed by the current web evolution and now we are capturing almost
everything: real-time conversations, meetings and almost any computer activity [53].

Searching in these digital memory like repositories is not so easy for users since
they can not specify unambiguously what they are looking for and human memory
is usually vague and dependent on context. Interfaces like Phlat for personal search,
which allow people to quickly find information based on whatever they may remember
about the information they are looking for, are interesting approaches to help users
articúlate and refine their information needs by the combination of keyword search
and metadata browsing in a seamless manner and with the use of tagging, which allows
people to add information they think will be useful in getting back to their content. [32].

The final goal in personal information reuse is to allow knowledge reuse. A service
oriented framework to facilítate the sharing of knowledge using Open HyperMedia and
Semantic Web technologies is presented in [82], this Adaptive Personal Information
Environment system (a-PIE) aims to let community members browse information tai-
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lored to their needs, store relationships to content of interest in their own information
repository, and augment it for reuse.

Another approach towards the same goal is Popcorn [34], a personal knowledge
base designed to store and retrieve a user's accumulated personal knowledge, it aims
to let the user represent information in a way that corresponds more naturally to how
mental impressions happen by using transclusion: the sharing of items among múltiple
contexts; this system's main limitation is that knowledge reuse is a result of knowledge
formulation, which is a time-consuming and demanding task, therefore not easy for
every user.

2.3.1 Personal Digital Libraries Retrieval
The PDLib system provides each user with a general purpose document repository

that can be accessed "from anyplace at anytime" through mobile phones, PDAs, lap-
tops, desktops, etc. It has an scalable module called DSAPI [65] that handles indexing
and searching in the system and stores documents and their metadata in a datábase
independently from the textual index allowing flexibility towards the integration of ex-
tended modules. To provide a better mobile experience when browsing personal digital
libraries, content adaptation based on keyphrases automatic extraction [41] and visual
search filtering [42] has been implemented and this research intends to enhance retrieval
in the project.

OntoDoc [29] is a system that allow users to retrieve information from their per-
sonal digital libraries using a reference ontology. This ontology represents a conceptual
model of the digital library domain, it specifies relations between text, image and graph
regions of a document, and attributes like size, orientation, color and reading orien-
tation. To index the digital documents, an abstraction of the file format is obtained
by storing all documents as images. Users can perform queries by composing semantic
expressions through ontology browsing or natural language typing; this research show
how useful ontologies are for information retrieval but how specialized they need to be
to get the accuracy provided.

The UpLib personal digital library [68] is a long-term storage and retrieval system
for personal documents such as papers, photos, bilis, books, and email with a visual
design to acquire, retrieve and read documents. With a drag-and-drop approach in the
portal application, a low-effort general-purpose interface for incidental personal docu-
ment capture is provided and the ReadUp application supports standard annotation
in a consistent reading interface for documents of various formats while logging usage
information [67] which could lead to more personalized interfaces to retrieve documents.
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The participation social phenomenon is one of the characteristics of the Web 2.0
meme, so the function of a digital library is not limited to information management
anymore and it needs to consider the community component. P2P networks are highly
scalable platforms which can be used to share personal infrastructure resources, but the
efficiency provided by structured P2P networks comes with an autonomy loss which is
present in unstructured P2P networks.

This contradiction is addressed by an autonomous flexible content addressable
network (Flexible CAN) [115] - based on Latent Semantic Indexing - which brings
information retrieving efficiency with the ability to detect autonomically group of users
with the same interest and has the potential to provide a more powerful search engine
to P2P networks.

2.4 Concept Based Ranking
There is a general assumption - which predates the use of digital retrieval systems

- that the information should be retrieved at a level above the words or terms that
compose a document, this higher level is composed of concepts, categories and rela-
tions between them. With the arrival of full-text search engines term based approaches
gain popularity but it is still expected that retrieval on a conceptual level should out-
perform term-based systems because of their ability to bring cognitive representations
of the documents.

A framework for conceptual retrieval is proposed in [79] where the following cat-
egories of knowledge are suggested to be captured by retrieval algorithms:

• Knowledge about the problem structure. It is related on how to capture the
information need.

• Knowledge about user tasks. It is related on how will the information retrieved
will be used later on by the users.

• Knowledge about the domain. It is the general knowledge about the concepts
and relationships between them related to the information need.

The work related to general, domain-specific and personalized ranking is presented
in this section as the methods which assist to get high recall retrieval by the retrieving
of documents that refer to a same concept but use different word: query expansión and
relevance feedback. This section also includes studies that are trying to formalize the
retrieval performance with axiomatic analysis.
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2.4.1 Search Engine Ranking
The search box is ubiquituous on the web. It is available in the majority of web

sites via interna! search tools or powered by search engine providers, in the latest ver-
sions of browsers and operating systems it is a core feature and any new device with
network capabilities is expected to have one. The key for its success is the usefulness of
the ranked list of possible results provided when using the tool and Google - the most
visited Internet property and the most valuable brand in April 2007 - is considered to
be the driver for its popularity.

A whole industry has been established around the ranking factors of Search En-
gine Result Pages (SERPs), and the details of search engine's ranking algorithms are
unknown because of competition. Leaders in the world of Search Engine Optimization
(SEO) provided their opinión on some of the estimated 200+ elements that Google
considers [48], the categories identified are the following:

• Keyword Use. The term frequency in a document weighted by the occurrence in
the title, headers and other structures identified in the content.

• Page Attributes. Including the analysis of internal link structure, the amount of
content indexable and the quality of the document content.

• Site Attributes. Including the famous Pagerank for global link popularity and
other topical community relevance factors, historical information is not deter-
mining the ranking yet but it is expected to be a factor in the future as these
patents [109] are implemented.

• Inbound Link Attributes. The text provided when linking a page, the topical
relationship with the linking page and even the age of the link.

As expected, link ranking algorithms are still the most relevant factors for a search
engine, in [19] a theoretical framework for the study of these algorithms is introduced
and provides a mechanism to compare the algorithms. In the near future it is expected
that historical data [103] will have more influence in search engine's ranking.

2.4.2 Domain Specific Ranking
As mentioned in the previous chapter, domain-specific search is one of the evo-

lution paths being explored by the search industry because users want to get more
relevant results specific to a subject. The use of a controlled vocabulary of concepts for
documents indexing seems interesting, moreover if it is used to satisfy a domain-specific
information need but this process - also known as automatic categorization - is time
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consuming, resource expensive and sometimes does not work for the collection.

This specific vocabulary is not only useful on indexing but also while searching,
in [107] the concepts of a juridical thesaurus are used to improve the average precisión
of an IR system; it is based on a belief network model which includes six sources of
evidences: keywords, concepts of the thesaurus, narrow terms, broad terms, synonyms
and related terms. This approach is recommended to provide a concept based ranking
without using computing-expensive concept indexing approaches.

In the path to personalize the list of results a vertical search engine should con-
sider the readability of the documents presented to the user, so documents that need
some specific training can be easily identified and they are presented according to the
user profile. Domain experts can categorize the documents readability but this process
is not scalable, the occurrence of specific keywords in the document content can aid
to detect the expertise required to read the docufments but it is imprecise and textual
coherence analysis is a and computational-expensive process.

In [116], a concept based document readability model is proposed which uses
traditional readability formulas and ontology-based knowledge bases to get the reading
difficulty of domain specific concepts in the documents; this factor can be used as a
complement to rank the documents, its drawback is the dependency on the ontology
datábase.

2.4.3 Personalized Ranking
Personalized Search is the promised land for information retrieval users, the abil-

ity to get the most relevant results according to our profile promises to deliver the
most useful results available. Outride - acquired by Google in 2001 - developed one of
the earliest systems towards personalized search efficiency, they try to enhance user's
interactions by understanding the user, the context and the information being used
utilizing an approach called contextual computing [92]. The personalizaron process
includes query augmentation which adds similar terms to the query if a previously seen
query topic is detected and a re-ranking of search results based upon content similarity
and the user's profile.

The success PageRank has achieved in general web search is expected to be repli-
cated in a personalization context, the first approach to specialize the algorithm is the
Topic-Sensitive PageRank [58] where 16 topic-sensitive PageRank vectors are generated
for the Open Directory Project categories and the similarity of the query is computed
against these categories to select which ones are relevant to query to use the appropiate
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PageRank vectors.

The problem of scaling personalized PageRank is addressed in [70], to use the
original algorithm personalized views need to be generated in advance or at query time
which is not viable so a technique to encode these personalized views as partial vectors
is presented in order to construct the views incrementally at query time therefore pro-
viding scalability. This research combined with the Quadratic Extrapolation Method
that acelerates PageRank computations [73] were the reasons to found Kaltix, another
personalizaron search company acquired by Google in 2003.

Content is continuously growing and our vocabulary remains stable so ambiguity
is going to keep growing too and the relevance of results could get compromised unless
other factors are taken into consideration. The simplicity of the search box has made
it the portal to web content and it is able to handle complex query formulation to
provide better results but this functionality is unknown or hard to understand so other
approaches need to be considered.

The automatic learning of user's preference based on past click history has shown
significant improvements over existing ranking mechanisms [94] and the platform to
automate the hub selection process for personalized PageRank [28] are signáis that the
implementation of personalized search in Google is not that far away and the person-
alized results will be combined with generic search results [63].

Other similar approaches include Yahoo's user specific vertical search [98] where
user behavior determines the vertical search engine of preference to rank results and
the client-side search agent from the User-Centered Adaptive Information Retrieval
(UCAIR) project that models users' interests with the aid of a decisión theoretic frame-
work based on a user's personal search history [104]. Our interactions with social
networks and document reference networks can also be used for ranking personalized
recommendations, as the framework that integrates information from these networks
based on trust shows. [59]

2.4.4 Query expansión

Query expansión is a global method for expanding or reformulating query terms
independent of the query and results returned from it; it is the fastest way to include
concept based models into query processing in existing information retrieval systems.
There is promising work in progress related to the use of ontology-based Índices to
build semantic networks that represent the content of a document and use it for query
reenginering [12] but until it gets more acceptance we prefer to focus on lighter ap-
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proaches to query enhancement.

Query refinement

When a user wants to find information it is not an easy task to articúlate the
information need so the user interface has to provide the easiest method to address
this requirement. Web search engines like Google are the responsibles for the popular-
ity of the term-based approach where a user introduces a list of terms to express his
information needs and receives a lists of documents where these terms occurs; usually
you get some relevant results but if this resulting list does not have what the user is
looking for - because of its extent or imprecisión - the user tries to add more terms to
the query, include boolean operators to filter the results or replace some terms in the
query. This process becomes too complicated for average users of the simple search box.

To overeóme this limitation search engines have been proposing user interfaces
where the list of retrieved documents is organized in hierarchical structures of docu-
ment clusters with the goal to allow an iterative refinement of the search process; the
main problem of this taxonomy based approach is that documents are usually catego-
rized in a single cluster so when the user is refining the results with a cluster, he could
be leaving outside of these results some documents that could potentially be useful
for the information need. In [117] a concept based approach to the query refinement
process is proposed.

The mentioned approach intends to categorize the documents in a conceptual level
rather than a term level. After the user formulates the query, the system displays a
visual concept graph which includes the different word senses for the terms listed in
WordNet [46] and the semantic relations between them; the user can add or remove
some of these senses according to his information need and submit the constructed
graph to the retrieval system, therefore this system will select the documents based
on conceptual similarity instead of term-bases similarity. This research seems to fit in
personal information retrieval so the next step in this área is to find the simplest user
interface for query refinement in mobile devices.

2.4.5 Relevance Feedback
The other popular method to provide basic semantic capabilities to information

retrieval systems is relevance feedback, which takes a local approach where the initial
results to a given query are used in combination with information about the relevance
of those results to perform a new query, there are three types of relevance feedback:

• Explicit Feedback. When the user marks the specific documents as relevant or
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irrelevant.

• Implicit Feedback. It is inferred by user behavior, noting if the user has selected
the document for viewing and how long the documents have been viewed, etc.

• Pseudo Feedback. It assumes that the top n documents in the result set are
relevant.

As with retrieval performance, there are not formal ways to compare relevance
feedback methods. In the context of web search, the effectiveness of three algorithms
was analyzed in order to get to a predefined target document. [114] This study consid-
ered the Rocchio algorithm, Robertson/Sparck-Jones algorithm and a Bayesian feed-
back algorithm, it included only one iteration of feedback trying to stick with the be-
havior of real users whom rarely go beyond the first two screens of search results. The
results concluded that the bayesian algorithm's performance was superior compared to
the others but they do not provide enough evidence to conclude this is accurate always.

2.4.6 Retrieval Performance
The progress in retrieval performance shown in the different information retrieval

models usually does not come from a formal model definition, but from explicit or
implicit implementation of retrieval heuristics like Term Frequency - Inverse Docu-
ment Frequency (TF-IDF) weighting and document length normalization. [43] In the
mentioned paper four types of heuristic retrieval constraints are defined to provide a
comparison background for retrieval functions:

• Term Frequency Constraint (TFC). Related to the occurrences of a query term
in a document.

• Term Discrimination Constraint (TDC). Describes the effect of using inverse doc-
ument frequency in scoring.

• Length Normalization Constraint (LNC). Regulates the penalization on long doc-
uments.

• Term Frequency Length Constraint (TF-LNC). Regulates the interaction of term
frequency and document length.

The retrieval formulas used in the vector space model (pivoted normalization),
probabilistic retrieval (Okapi) and the language modeling approach (Dirichlet prior
smoothing) are checked against these constraints and the results provided in [43] are
summarized in the following table.
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Table 2.1: Constraints and Retrieval Formulas
Formula
Pivoted Normalization
Okapi
Dirichlet Smoothing

TFC
Yes

Cond
Yes

TDC
Cond
Cond
Cond

LNC
Cond
Cond
Cond

TF-LNC
Cond
Cond
Yes

The mentioned research is the basis for an axiomatic framework to develop in-
formation retrieval models based on relevance modeling with formalized retrieval con-
straints [44], this provides the means to compare retrieval functions - find commonalities
and differences - that will help to derive new retrieval formulas. It is expected that
the implementacion of these tools will be contributed to open source retrieval systems
Lucene and Nutch soon.

The axiomatic approach can also be applied to semantic term matching. It can be
implemented for query expansión or as pseudo relevance feedback when term similarity
is computed using feedback documents. In [45], the following Semantic Term Matching
Constraints (STMC) and Term Semantic Similarity Constraints (TSSC) are defined:

• STMCl indicates that a expanded term more semantically related to a query
term than the other expanded terms should have a higher score.

• STMC2 requires that the matching of a query term should contribute no less to
the relevance score than the matching of a semantically related term.

• STMC3 is similar to STMC2 related to the presence of two query terms.

• TSSCl takes into consideration the fact that a related term is more semantically
similar to a term in the query than a general common term.

• TSSC2 is related to the use of the top n documents and a random number of
documents and the score prevalescence if the query term is found in the first
documents.

These constraints can be used to set the parameters and choices for term semantic
similarity measures and for eíiicient implementations of the query expansión methods
in the axiomatic framework. It is an interesting work in progress and combined with the
initial study done to formúlate axioms for personalized ranking systems [2] a formalized
approach to personal information retrieval is closer.
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2.5 Summary
In this chapter, an extensive literatura review of conceptual information retrieval

approaches is presented. The architecture proposed takes into consideration the fol-
lowing approaches from the review. the detailed reasons are explained in the following
chapter:

• Latent Semantic Indexing is the model selected to identify concepts in the term-
document matrices, it is chosen because it can be used on top of existing indexing
engines as Lucene and it is not influenced by external vocabularies, just the
information objects' content.

• Tagging is used to organize the personal concepts associated with each stored
document in the repository. The amount of information provided by this mecha-
nism is key to understand what each person understands the document is about
and as a notion of personal preferences in words usage.

• To rank the documents, the successful approach used for vertical repositories with
belief networks is selected. The sources of evidence in the architecture proposed
include the tags entered by the users and the concepts identified by the system.

• Query expansión is selected to bring recall features to the system, since there is no
use of specific vocabularies during the research, a general thesaurus like WordNet
is used to get the synonyms for the query words entered by users.
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Chapter 3

Personal Conceptual Architecture

In this chapter the architecture of a conceptual information retrieval system for
personal repositories is presented. The goal of this chapter is to describe the selected
components of this architecture and provide the reasons for the decisions made on the
selections, while taking special consideration on the personal environment context.

In the first section, the architecture of a general information retrieval system is
presented, the retrieval process is explained and a description of how the conceptual
components and the personalized features of the modules should be introduced in re-
trieval systems is provided; then, the core modules of the conceptual architecture are
explained with the reasons on how the decisions were made to select the approach that
bring the functionality to each module. At last, the modules that interact with the
user and the components that provide basic integration with existing retrieval systems
are described.

3.1 Architecture of a Conceptual Information Re-
trieval System

The objective of an information retrieval system is to help a person having a need
for information, to satisfy this need by providing a set of information objects from
which the requirement will be satisfied. In Figure 3.1 the architecture of a general
information retrieval system is presented.

The information retrieval system gets the information need using a query interface,
usually a search box, and matches the query terms with the indexed representation of
the documents available in the corpus. The matching representations are ranked and
presented to the user in a results list where the user evaluates the documents provided
by the system. A detailed description of the information retrieval process is provided
in [6] and it is presented in Figure 3.2.
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Figure 3.1: Information Retrieval System

The first thing to do in the retrieval process is to define how to access the stored
documents. The definition of the data model is done by the datábase manager, who
specifies the documents that are going to be used, the operations that are allowed on
the text contení and the structure of the text model. With this definition in place, text
operations are performed to transform the original documents and genérate a logical
view of these documents.

The logical view is used to build an index of the text content, this index should
be fast enough to search over large volumes of data and the inverted file is usually
the recommended index structure, when the index datábase is built, users can retrieve
information from the system.

A user specifies the need through an interface that captures the terms used to
express it, the words are transformed by the same text operations applied to the text
in the original documents. Then, some query operations can be applied to the search
terms in order to obtain a proper system representation of the user need; this query is
processed using the index structure previously built.

The retrieved documents are ranked according to the system's understanding of
relevance and are sent to the user, who examines this list to find out if the information
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Figure 3.2: The Retrieval Process

need is satisfied. If not, the user interface may allow the user to provide some feedback
to modify the formulated query, trying to obtain a better representation of the user
need.

This retrieval process is currently implemented in most information retrieval sys-
tems. To enhance the relevancy of the results provided by the system using conceptual
information in a personal context the following modules are identified, which compose
the proposed architecture for a conceptual IR system described in Figure 3.3.

The Digital Repository module is in charge of the functions provided by the
DB Manager in general information retrieval systems, it is also the physical storage for
text documents or other multimedia files. This module it gives the logical view to the
data model available in the system. Since this architecture is for personal repositories
there is a user interface component that allows the insertion of new information objects
to the repository: the Document Upload module.

The upload module provides the user the ability to organize the information ob-
jects using lightweight approaches like tagging. The tagging process is handled by the
Concepts Labeling module which sends the information objects to the Digital Repos-
itory, the tags/labels to the Tagging Store module - where the concepts organization
model is persisted - and the textual content to the indexing component.
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Figure 3.3: Architecture of a conceptual IR

The Concepts Indexing module analyzes the content and builds the index which
is stored by the Indexing Engine module, both modules provide the concept related
features of the system. Since the system is expected to work within a personal context,
the tags used provide a personal understanding of the content and with a latent se-
mantic indexing approach additional concepts included in the index are identified and
persisted.

The capture of the user need is similar to what is done in a general information
retrieval system, the Query ínter face module captures the keywords that express the
user's information need and send them to the Document Retrieval module. This
module handles the query and search operations of the retrieval process and provides
query expansión features to increase recall on the system.

The original terms are sent to the indexing engine to get a content score and a
concept score, and to the tagging store to get a tagging score. The same process is
done with the expanded query terms and all the potential documents and scores are
analyzed in the Concepts Ranking module. This component ranks the documents
and builds the list of results which is sent to the query interface to present to the user.
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3.2 Conceptual Modules
In the architecture proposed, six of nine modules have direct influence on the

conceptual features of the system: Concepts Labeling, Concepts Indexing, Concepts
Ranking, Indexing Engine, Tagging Store and Document Retrieval. Based on the anal-
ysis done in the previous chapter there were some decisions made on how the module
needs to provide conceptual support in a personal environment, the reasons behind
those decisions are presented below.

3.2.1 Concepts Labeling
This component deals with concept based organization as explained in Section

2.2. As mentioned in the previous chapter, the free-form labeling of resources without
categorical constraints - aka. tagging - provides the adequate approach to deal with
continuous growing content. Although the ideal solution will be to have an ontological
categorization, it is not as simple and fast as the tagging approach. In the dynamic
world wide web we live in, it is always better a lightweight approach than none.

Currently, there are four major types of labels being used to organize informa-
tion objects/resources, three of them represent one of our roles when interacting in
information-driven environments.

Editorial labels are the keywords used by the authors of the documents to de-
scribe their content. These words or phrases were used by libraries for objects/resources
classification purposes and provide a short and simple way to summarize what the writ-
ten work is about. In the current scenario where knowledge sharing is mostly done by
prosumers [75] - content consumers and producers - it is an interesting resource to have
a 'bag of keywords' summary from the author to aid knowledge representation.

Automatic labels are the keyphrases obtained from automated text analysis of
the content. Automatic keyphrase extraction is an approach which tries to identify
what are the main topics in a document, in an effort to achieve similar summarizing
capabilities like humans [86]. It is really useful when a document does not have any
label assigned or to identify certain topics in a document which the author did not
think were worth to mention. The work being done with automatic keyphrase extrac-
tion using domain-specific thesaurus should be revisited for upcoming research.

Personal labels are the concepts activated by each user when browsing, watching,
listening or reading an information object content. Although we are reading, watch-
ing or listening the intended words expressed by the authors, we do not always relate
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Figure 3.4: Concepts Labeling Module

those exact words with the content received. Our cognitive process activates semantic
related concepts [108] instead, based on our interests and experience, which are usually
only relevant to us. In the current information overloaded environments, where we
most likely skim through the content, the differences between the concepts activated
by readers and the keywords suggested by authors are growing.

Social labels are the tags used by other readers of the document to describe what
the content refers to. With the social boom brought by the next generation of the web
- aka. Web 2.0 - the majority of new services launched provide social tagging features
and its use as a navigation system to information sources is getting attention on re-
searchers [27]. As usage in systems grows the community begins to influence on the
word to be used to tag the resource, these suggested words are good for our purposes
since they bring some sort of common knowledge to the labels vocabulary.

The interaction with other modules is shown in Figure 3.4. When a document
arrives to Concepts Labeling module a copy is sent to the Digital Repository, the
labels in the document are retrieved and stored in the Tagging Store module with the
id assigned and the textual content is sent to the Concepts Indexing module. The
prototype presented in the next chapter focuses on personal labels but it is expected
that upcoming work in this module will process keywords assigned by the document's
author, extract keyphrases from the textual content and gather social tags from other
users and other tagging systems.
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Figure 3.5: Concepts Indexing Module

3.2.2 Concepts Indexing
This module takes care of indexing operations in the system. Taking into consid-

eration the related work mentioned in Section 2.3, towards knowledge re-use the ideal
choice are personal ontologies; but knowledge formulation is still a time-consuming
task so it is not ready to be used widely yet. When an automatic process to construct
personal ontologies will be available then we will have a feasible solution for better
conceptual indexing.

The other solution reviewed to provide conceptual indexing are general or domain
specific ontologies using the models reviewed in Section 2.1. Since an ontology needs
an agreement on the conceptualization employed, this type of general knowledge may
influence the concepts indexed and there is no evidence yet that this helps to get better
results in a personal context.

Due to information retrieval uncertain nature, probabilistic conceptual models
(Section 2.1.3) seem the best fit for personal conceptual information retrieval. Since
there is no evidence that they are better than vector space models in performance and
existing retrieval systems prefer vector space model indexing technologies, latent se-
mantic indexing is the chosen model to detect relationships between terms in the
textual content of a document.

In Figure 3.5, the way this module integrates within the system is shown. There
are two sepárate main features in this component, the first one is similar to what tex-
tual indexing engines do; the textual content of a document is received by the module
and a normalized set of phrases and words is sent to the indexing engine so it is stored
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according to the index structure used. The second feature is related to concepts index-
ing using latent semantic indexing and the tags available in the Tagging Store as the
parameters used by LSI to query the personal repository index.

Latent semantic indexing is a time-consuming resource-expensive process so it is
not recommended to be executed in real time when the user is querying the conceptual
information retrieval system. The index of concepts is generated periodically using the
personal repository textual index to avoid performance issues. As the query parame-
ters to detect the latent concepts, each one of the tags stored in the Tagging Store is
used; the generated queries are processed by the indexing engine and the concepts are
identified using conceptual clustering of the search results

The clusters of related documents obtained from the tag-generated queries have a
cluster label candidate, each one of these labels represents an identified concept. The
documents under each cluster are processed and each relationship with the latent con-
cept is stored in the Tagging Store with the corresponding information object ID.

Since LSI is derived statistically, it is important to avoid processing stopwords
which may bring noise to the identified concepts. During the implementation of the
prototype, the first set of tests with full text analysis of the information objects did not
give an appropiate indexing time so as recommended by [88], snippets of the document
are obtained to detect the latent concepts.

These shorter descriptions or snippets have to represent the whole notion of the
document, not just portions of it, so a text summarizer [52] is used to detect the sen-
tences that more accurately describe the content of the information object. These
sentences are normalized in order to bring consistency with the original content and
constitute the document summary used for conceptual indexing. For future work it is
expected to try other optimization techniques in order to use the full text to detect
latent concepts.

3.2.3 Concepts Ranking
The main contribution of this research is related to conceptual ranking, this mod-

ule is responsible for making it possible. The main advantage expected from a concep-
tual information retrieval system is recall, since it is generally assumed that concepts
capture information in a higher level than keywords, it is not necessary to remember
the words, the system will help me to remember.
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Figure 3.6: Concepts Ranking Module

As mentioned in Section 2.4, there are two methods that assist on getting a bet-
ter recall retrieval. The system is still in prototype so explicit and implicit relevance
feedback are not the best solution and pseudo feedback is better when the ranking
mechanism has been successful before, so query expansión is selected to provide recall
features in a personal environment.

There is evidence that specialized thesaurus provide better results than general
thesaurus, but there is no mechanism in the system yet to detect demographics or pro-
filing of users, so the well-known [46] system is used for query expansión. It is expected
that upcoming work will focus in attention profiling and provide a more specific query
expansión tool.

Figure 3.6 shows how this module interacts with other system components. The
process starts when the user enters the keywords to search for, this component gener-
ates severa! queries using query expansión which are handled by the existing Document
Retrieval module, the list of results from the Indexing Engine and the Tagging Store
are gathered by this component and the textual content is retrieved from the Digital
Repository. After evaluating the scores of each document, a resulting list is generated
and ranked by this module.

For each resulting candidate document, there are six scores available that will be
used to rank the documents. These scores are the sources of evidence for the Bayesian
network model to determine in which position they should rank.

1. The Content Score is the resulting score provided by the indexing engine avail-
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able in the information retrieval system, in the prototype it is the score returned
by Lucene.

2. The Expanded Content Score is the average of the content scores obtained
from the generated expanded quedes. Each expanded query is sent to the same
indexing engine and each one of the results is added and divided by the number
of scores available for the resulting candidate document.

3. The Concept Score is the resulting score provided by the conceptual index
stored in the Tagging Score, this score takes into consideration the number of
documents classified with the cluster label.

4. The Expanded Concept Score is the average of the concept scores obtained
from the generated expanded queries.

5. The Tagging Score is the resulting score provided by the tagging index stored
in the Tagging Score, this score takes into consideration the number of documents
categorized under each label.

6. The Expanded Tagging Score is the average of the tagging scores obtained
from the generated expanded queries.

3.2.4 Indexing Engine
This module is in charge of providing full-text search capabilities to the system.

It can be any existing module that brings this type of processing in an information re-
trieval architecture, as long as it provides a consistent full-text index and an adequate
response time for query processing.

Its indexing capabilities are needed to interact with the Concepts Indexing module
as shown in Figure 3.5. After the textual content is analyzed and summarized by the
Concepts Indexing component, the resulting sentences are sent to the Indexing Engine
module with the information object identifier so it is stored in the expected format in
the datábase index.

The retrieval capabilities are also used to interact with the Concepts Indexing
module, using the tags as input queries, the similarity with each one of the documents
in the full text index is computed and the candidate documents are clustered using a
candidate label obtained from the indexing engine, in this process no scores are used.

Retrieval with matching scores are used to interact with the Concepts Ranking
module as shown in Figure 3.6. The original query terms are sent to this module through
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a - usually existing - Document Retrieval component and the candidate documents
with each corresponding score are sent to the Concepts Ranking module. For each
expanded query a list of resulting documents is obtained and the scores are also sent to
the mentioned module, these results for this module have no relation with the prior ones
so each expanded query is treated like independent by the Indexing Engine module.

3.2.5 Tagging Store
This module is simpler than the previous conceptual modules described. It is a

datábase of document identifiers with a couple of additional metadata fields which store
the tags and concepts associated with the documents. For performance purposes this
store can also be managed physically by the Indexing Engine but for modeling purposes
it is better to explain this module separately to avoid confusions.

The relationships between tags and documents are generated when used with the
Concepts Labeling module as shown in Figure 3.4. If possible is better to have a flexible
datábase mechanism to allow easy updating of the tags used to describe the document.
The labels are provided by the Concepts Labeling module which is in charge of the
consistency of the relationships.

The Tagging Store also triggers the periodical concepts indexing process as shown
in Figure 3.5. Each one of the tags available in the Tagging Store is sent to the Con-
cepts Indexing module to obtain cluster label candidates, the resulting labels then are
stored also in the Tagging Store because the structure needed to store the relationships
between concepts and documents and similar to what is expected to store tags and
documents.

This module also interacts in the concepts ranking process as shown in Figure 3.6.
The original query terms and the expanded query terms are sent to this module to get
the candidate list of results with concept and tagging scores. Each request is treated
independently so there is no need for huge computational resources for this module.

3.2.6 Document Retrieval
This module is used to intégrate with existing document retrieval components in

production systems. Its main interaction in the architecture is shown in Figure 3.6
to initiate the retrieval of documents. The main purpose of this module is to allow
the querying to the Tagging Store module in existing infrastructures synchronized with
in place document retrieval mechanisms, if there is no full text retrieval module, this
component takes control of this requirement too.
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3.3 Integration Modules
The remaining three modules in the architecture proposed, are expected to be in

any existing information retrieval system so they are considered as a requirement for
the conceptual information retrieval system, in this section a short description of what
is expected from each one of these modules is provided:

The Query Interface module is the place of direct interaction with a user search-
ing in the conceptual information retrieval. This research is oriented towards personal
digital repositories, so the query input interface is expected to accept keywords as the
preferred way to formúlate a query, no special operators are handled by the prototype.

With shorter display resolutions in mind, there are no needs to provide a feedback
oriented user interface for the display of results, the architecture proposed is expected
to intégrate smoothly with any existing query interface implemented in information
retrieval systems.

The Document Upload module is the other place of interaction with users
adding information objets to their personal repositories. The scenario with this com-
ponent is a little bit different from the preceding one, it is expected that some additional
work will be needed to intégrate with existing information retrieval systems to add the
corresponding hooks to allow full integration with existing upload components. In the
prototype there is a custom upload utility that is used for demostration purposes.

The Digital Repository module refers to the persistance integration with exist-
ing retrieval systems, it is expected to use the same mechanisms in place for physical
storage of the information object since the additional metadata required is stored sepa-
rately and the indexing datábase works independently of the Digital Repository. In the
prototype the file system is used for physical storage as a way to show the flexibility of
the architecture.
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Chapter 4

Prototype

In this chapter, the prototype built for conceptual information retrieval in personal
repositories is presented. The goal of this chapter is to describe the technologies used,
how the set of experiments was constructed and a short example on how to intégrate
with other systems.

In the first section, the technologies and tools used in the prototype are intro-
duced, the reasons to select the technologies are explained taking special emphasis in
personal and mobile contexts. Then, how the experiment was constructed is explained
with some screenshots on the outcome shown, additional tools used are also introduced.
At last, the recommended way to intégrate with existing retrieval systems, PDLib in
our scenario, is detailed.

4.1 Technologies used
The architecture proposed in the previous chapter has six conceptual modules.

Each module is analyzed independently and the decisión for the technology chosen
takes into consideration the best solution available to intégrate with the other chosen
modules. The modules appear in this document, in the order in which they were se-
lected.

4.1.1 Tagging Store datábase: db4o
The Tagging Store module (described in Section 3.2.5) is one of the simplest

modules because it provides physical storage to the tagging datábase. The data model
for this datábase is presented in Figure 4.1

Taking into consideration this simple data model, it is preferred that the datábase
has a flexible mechanism to handle many to many relationships. Relational databases
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Figure 4.1: Tagging Store Data Model

are best fit for one to many relationships, but for many to many object relational map-
ping or object oriented capable databases are better, the drawback with using these
approaches is the possible increase in query processing time.

The datábase implementation should be open source, so 3 different technologies
were evaluated. Table 4.1.1 show a comparison of these technologies:

• db4o (datábase for objects) is a high-performance, embeddedable open source
object datábase for Java and .NET developers. [35]

• Hibernate is an object-relational mapping (ORM) solution for the Java lan-
guage: it provides an easy to use framework for mapping an object-oriented
domain model to a traditional relational datábase. [60]

• Active Record is an approach to reading data from a datábase. A datábase
table or view is wrapped into a class, thus an object instance is tied to a single
row in the table. [50]

Hibernate is the most mature of the technologies reviewed, it can be integrated
with various databases, it has its own query language and configuration is handled with
XML files. ActiveRecord is available in two of the most used languages in web develop-
ment and also in Java through JRuby. The convention based approach of ActiveRecords
has increased the agility in development and queries are more secure because they are
performed using the programming language. But, db4o [89] was chosen, the reasons
are the following:
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Table 4.
Feature
Databases supported
Programming Languages
License
Object oriented support
Embeddable
Queries
Transparent Persistance

1: Comparison of datábase technologies
db4o
db4o

Java & .NET
GPL

Native
Yes

SODA, Java, C#
Code

Hibernate
JDBC compliant

Java & .NET
LGPL
ORM

No
HQL, SQL, API

XML based

ActiveRecord
MySQL, PostgreSQL, SQLite

PHP, .NET, Ruby on Rails
MIT
ORM

No
Ruby, PHP, .NET
Convention based

• Native object oriented support is better than object-relational mapping. There
is no need to créate configuration files to achieve transparent persistence so all
related tables can be updated with just one line of code.

• The datábase is lightweight and embeddable so it can be distributed in mobile
devices, to do something similar with the other technologies SQLite is the ideal
candidate but Hibernate is not designed for mobile devices processing and Ac-
tiveRecord is better for web environments.

• With Java & .NET support the majority of the clients are covered, so anyone is
capable on testing the features.

• Native queries in the programming language allow to detect possible inconsisten-
cies in the data at compile time. Also security is enhanced since there are no
open doors for SQL injection.

4.1.2 Tagging interface: del.icio.us API
The architecture proposed assumes that the information object received by the

system comes with the tags assigned. For the prototype, instead of providing a com-
plete interface to allow document uploads and tags assigment, the most popular tagging
system is used as the tagging interface for the documents. This component gets the
information stored in the del.icio.us service and downloads the documents stored in this
bookmarking service so it is ready to hook interoperability with other personal digital
repository systems.

This component is built on top of a del.icio.us API implementation in Java [33].
Figure 4.2 shows the main class in this API, the basic methods used in the implemen-
tation are the following:

• Delicious (username, password). It is the constructor and authenticates a user
with the respective password to the bookmarking service.
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o apiEndpoint: String

° documentBuüder DocumentBuilder

o httpCbent: HttpCIient

a httpResut: nt
o togger: Log

o resuUMetalnformation: Object

• Defcious(in usemame: String, in password: String)

• f DeKcious(in usemame: String, in password: String, in apiEndpoint String)

• f De(cious(in usemame: String, in password: String, in apiEndpoint String, in proxyHost String, in proxyPort int)

• addBundle(inbundleName: String, intags: String): boolean

• addPostfn url: String, in description: String): bootean

• addPost(in url: String, in description: String, in extended: String, intags: String, in date: Date): boolean

• addPost(in urt: String, ín description: String, in extended: String, in tags: String, h date: Date, in replace: boolean, in sharect boolean): boolean

O checkNotAuthorized(in resut: int)

t> dearResutMetalnformationO

• de)eteBuncíe(in bundteName: String): boolean

• detetePostfln urh String): boolean

• getAHPostsa List

• getAIIPosts(in filterTag: String): List

• getBundlesO: List

• getDatesWltHnboxEntriesO: List

• getDatesVWhPostfintag: String): List

• getDatesWthPostO. List

• getHttpResuKO: ¡nt

• getlnboxEntries(in date: Date): List

• getLastUpdateO Date

• getPostForURLfjn urt String). List

• getPo5ts(in füterTag: String, in date: Date, in urt String): List

• getPostsQ List

• getPostsForDate(in merTag String, in date: Date): List

• getPostsForTagCntag: String): List

• getPostsForTagsfntags: String[]): List

• getRecentPosts(): List

• getRecentPosts(in fterTag: String, ¡n count: Hf List

• getRecentPostsfln flterTag. String): List

• getResultMetalnformation():Object

• getSubscriptionsO: List

• getTagsa List

• renameTag(in okJTag: String, h newTag String): boolean

• setApiEndpointqn apiEndpoint: String)

Figure 4.2: Delicious Class Diagram
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• getAUPostsQ. Returns all the documents bookmarked in del.icio.us

• getRecentPostsQ. Returns the most recent documents bookmarked in del.icio.us

• post.getTagsAsArray(). Returns the tags used to the describe the document in a
array.

• post.getHrefQ. Returns the URL of the document bookmarked.

• post.getDescriptionQ. Returns the title assigned to the document bookmarked.

4.1.3 Concepts Indexing: Lingo
The architecture proposed selected a latent semantic approach for concepts index-

ing. For selecting the technology, the main requirement was the availability in open
source and two different implementations were considered:

• Lingo is a clustering algorithm implemented in Carrot2, an open source frame-
work for building search clustering engines. [88] This framework includes other 5
algorithms but the only one with multilingual clustering capabilities open sourced
is Lingo.

• Dragón Toolkit is the Java based versión of the Lémur Toolkit [93] which is
designed to facilítate research in language modeling and information retrieval.
This toolkit includes Natural Language Processing tools and is specially designed
for large-scale applications. [118]

When the decisión was made, the Dragón Toolkit was not mature enough. Re-
cently more material has been published and it will be an interesting option to consider
for upcoming work. The integration with Lucene to detect the cluster labels for con-
cepts indexing was one of the main reasons to choose Lingo, Figure 4.3 [88] shows the
general process of this algorithm, here is how it is used in the prototype:

• Query. The query is triggered by a process that runs periodically to index
concepts. Each query corresponds to a tag stored in the Tagging Store; since
each tag was assigned manually by the user, it is a user query.

• Snippets. Each one of the documents stored in the digital repository has an
automatic summary generated by the system (detailed in Section 4.1.5). The
summary is a representative snippet of the document's content.

• Preprocessing. This step includes the usual data preprocessing operations:
selecting the filter according to the language tagged or detected from the content,
perform stemming and search for stop words to exelude them.
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Figure 4.3: Lingo Algorithm

• Phrcise extraction. In this step, complete phrases are discoved from the filtered
snippets according to parameters like the máximum length term subsequences or
the minimum term frequency threshold.

• Label induction. Decomposing the term-document matrix using SVD an or-
thogonal base is acquired and the similarities detected constitute the cluster label
candidates.

• Cluster discovery. The Vector Space Model technique is used to look for doc-
uments in proximity of cluster labels.

• Concepts identification. Each cluster has an score, so after all scores for each
cluster are counted, the clusters are sorted and the concepts identified.

4.1.4 Indexing Engine: Lucene
One of the most successful open source information retrieval libraries is Lucene,

it has been ported to various programming languages including Perl, C#, C++ and
Ruby. So there are not so many alternatives to choose for indexing engines, the main
decisión was in which programming language the system is going to implement Lucene.

When ActiveRecord was being considered as the datábase tool to implement the
Tagging Store, Ferret [8] - the Ruby port - was analyzed. It looks like is good enough
for small projects but development has been frozen because it is being integrated into
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<?xml version="1.0* encoding="UTF-8" ?>
<lucenelndex>

<!-- org.apache.lucene.analysis.StopAnalyzer -->
<!-- org.apache.lucene.analysis.SimpleAnalyzer -->
<!-- org.apache..Lucene.¿malysis. standard.Standardñiialyzer -->
<!-- org. apache. lucene.analysis.WhitespaceAnalyzer -->
<!-- org.apache.lucene.analysis.fr.FrenchAnaiyzer -- >
<!-- org.apache.lucene.analysis.cjk.CJE&aalyzer -->
<!-- org.apache.lucene.analysis.en.ChineseAnalyzer -->
<!-- org.apache.lucene.analysis.cz.CzechAnalyzer — >
<!-- org.apache.lucene.anaiysis.ru.Russianñnalyzer -->
<!-- org. apache . incene.analysis.lius.unicode.OTFSAcceirCReinaverAnalyzer -->
<!-- edu.itesia.pdlxb. lucene. SpanishAnalyzer -->

- <properties>
<analyzer class="edu.¡tesm.pdlib.lucene.SpanishAnatyzer'' />
<createlndex valué ="auto° />
<3ndexWriterProperty mergeFactor=BlO" rnaxMergeDocs=°HMI" optimize=Itnie* />

</properties>
- <jndex>

+ <xml>
+ <araxedIrKlex¡ng>
+ cmsWord setBoost="1.2">
+ onsExcel setBoost="1.3">
+ ornsPowerPoint setBoost="0.2°>
+ <íitml setBoost="1.4">
+ <rtf setfioost="1.5">
+ <pdf set8oost="1.6">
+ <txt setSoost="0.1">
+ <openOffice setBoost="1.6°>
+ <zip>
+ <tex>
+ <vcard>
+ <mp3>
+ <Java8ear»s>
+ <gcr>
</ináex>

Figure 4.4: Lucene Index Update and Search Configuration
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Apache Lucy - a C port with Perl and Ruby bindings. The original Java versión of
Lucene was selected for this.

Lucene is a library, so it needs some additional work to provide some basic indexing
operations. The prototype uses the LIUS framework [14], which allows to index different
types of files within Lucene. In Figure 4.4 an example configuration is shown and
includes the files that can be configured: Microsoft Word, Microsoft Excel, Microsoft
PowerPoint, HTML, RTF, PDF, TXT, OpenOffice, XML, HTML, ZIP, VCard, MP3,
Látex and JavaBeans. The default analyzer is a custom Spanish analyzer.

4.1.5 Text Summarization: blindLight
While performing the initial tests using the full text index to detect the latent

concepts, large documents were bringing noise to the candidate cluster labels. The
open source implementation of the Lingo algorithm works better with snippets, so in
order to get more accurate concepts indexed, snippets from the full text document are
generated, three approaches were considered:

• Excerpt. When dealing with large documents, current search engines prefer to
trúncate the size to a máximum of KBs that will be processed. The main disad-
vantage with this approach is that contení after the limit permitted is ignored,
but results from the document are usually good enough.

• Automatic Abstract. This is a technique that tries to produce new content
after analyzing the meaning of the full text document, it is a good idea but needs
more solid results.

• Automatic Extract. It is similar than the previous technique, the main dif-
ference is that this approach is similar to a copy/paste operation in the content,
the summary uses sentences from the content. preserving the words used by the
authors.

The automatic extract seems like the best approach, the only implementation
found that could be used in the prototype is blindLight, which is a language-independent
natural language processing technique that can be used to preserve latent semantic from
original texts, document clustering, automatic categorization, information retrieval and
text summarization. In Figure 4.5 extracted from [52] an example on how the content
is summarized is show.

The technique uses n-grams vectors and the original text is separated in chunks,
so there is a chance that the summary does not include the exact words. To normalize
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Figure 4.5: Automatic Text Summarization with blindLight

this, the prototype includes a post-processing function which compares the resulting
summary with the original sentences in the content and uses the original sentence to
provide a more representative summary than the generated by blindLight.

4.1.6 Query Expansión: WordNet

The architecture includes a query expansión tool to provide recall. Since it was
decided to use a general thesaurus instead of a specialized one the main candidate is
WordNet [46]. The thesaurus is distributed in a Prolog datábase package which in-
cludes a word and a series of synonym fields.

To use the thesaurus with the selected tools there is a utility available in the
Apache Lucene Project's sandbox that generates a Lucene index of synonyms using
the Prolog datábase [112]. Figure 4.6 shows the structure of the synonym index which
includes 44,931 English words.

4.2 The Experiment
In this section, the description of how the experiment was setup is presented. It

includes information about the documents selection, the structure of the Índices, the
bayesian network and the system to compare with the results.
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Figure 4.6: WordNet Lucene Index

4.2.1 Experiment documents selection

The test set is constituted by a group of 66 documents related to emarketing, the
majority of them are english documents. Although the system is able to index various
types of documents, the test set only includes HTML and text documents.

The selected documents are tagged using del.icio.us bookmarking system. Fig-
ure 4.7 shows del.icio.us' user interface which captures the Uniform Resource Locator
(URL) where the document is located, the description and notes assigned by the user
and the tags used to describe. This interface recommends some tags related to the doc-
ument, shows the entire set of tags used and display some popular tags the community
used for this information object.

The only rule applied to tag the documents was the assignment of the language
the document was written on, some language detection scripts were tested but neither
provided good enough results. Since the stop words analyzer is language-dependent,
this prototype needs the language assignment for better performance. Figure 4.8 shows
the resulting tag cloud, list of tags, after the whole test set has been tagged.

Using the del.icio.us Java API all these documents are downloaded and stored in
the db4o object datábase. Table 4.2.1 summarizes information about the test set.
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Figure 4.7: dei.icio.us user interface

Table 4.2: Test set summary
Number of documents
Máximum size
Minimum size
Average size
Number of tags

66
204 KB

6KB
69 KB

145

4.2.2 índices structure
The index generation process is not required to be performed at upload time.

Since it includes a summarization process, this process can run in batch mode. Figure
4.9 shows an example of how a document is stored in the index datábase, the screenshot
is captured using Lucene's index browsing tool: Luke [16]. Here is an explanation of
the fields in the Lucene index structure:

• Contents. The contents of the document are analyzed by a simple HTML parser
to exelude javascript and CSS content. The resulting paragraphs are filtered in
the prototype so it only stores paragraphs longer than five words.

• Description. It stores the descriptive title of the document which will be used
when showing results.

• FilePath. This field is used to store the physical location of the document.

• Personal. This field stores the personal tags retrieved from the dei.icio.us inter-
operability implementation.

• Summary. It stores the normalized sentences that will be used for concepts
indexing.
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Figure 4.8: Test set tag cloud
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Figure 4.9: Lucene index document example

• Title. This field stores the unfiltered document content, it is used for comparison
purposes without the normalization made.

• Url. It stored the URL of the original information object and it is used as the
unique key to update the index when needed.

For concepts indexing, different sets were constructed to test which provided good
enough concepts detection. The documents analyzed have HTML content so they have
some noise in the main content detection due to the increasing usage of widgets and
mashups in a webpage. Table 4.2.2 provides a summary of some characteristics of these
sets, here is the detailed information about each set.

• Original. This set is constructed by parsing the HTML content and splitting
the sentences to use as input for the concepts indexing tool.

• Filtered. This set is constructed using the previous set and applying a filter to
exelude sentences smaller than five words. This approach is useful to reduce noise
coming from widgets but it also eliminates subtitles in the content.

• Suggested. This set uses the previous one and BlindLight algorithm to sum-
marize the content. The only problem is that words on the summary could be
different than the original content because of the algorithm nature to divide the
content in word chunks.

• Summarized. This set is the one finally used for concepts indexing, it uses the
previous set and compares the filtered sentences with the suggested ones and if
different, uses the filtered ones. The resulting set does not include small sentences
too.

After the concepts indexing process is done, the concepts/tagging Lucene index
for the personal repository is constructed. In the experiment 26 latent concepts were
identified from the content, Figure 4.10 shows the concepts stored in the object datábase
with the number of items associated with tags and documents. The concepts/tagging
Lucene index datábase structure has the following fields:

• Concepts. The list of concepts associated with the information object.
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Table 4.3: Set features for concepts indexing
Set
Original
Filtered
Suggested
Summarized

Average number of sentences
136.44
104.26
26.79
18.92

Average size
18,638 bytes
18,251 bytes
3,749 bytes
4,491 bytes

concept tags docs
Offline Im
Ad Campaign
Andy Beal Says
February January December
Yahoo Panamá
Engines Search Engines
Fraud Clicks
The Password
Of Google
Google Click Fraud
Of The
Sent Jan Pm Spam
Search Engines Yahoo
Andy Beal Says December
Search Features
March February January December November
De Que
Click Fraud Spin Says
The 5earch Engines
Click Fraud
Read More Tracked On Mar
De Smo
Blog Jan At
Search Engines
January December
Search Marketing

Collection: 0 items
Collection: 0 items
Collection: 6 items
Collection: 1 items
Collection: 1 items
Collection: 1 items
Collection: 4 items
Collection: 1 items
Collection: 1 items
Collection: 3 items
Collection: 1 items
Collection: 1 items
Collection: 1 items
Collection: 5 items
Collection: 1 items
Collection: 8 items
Collection: 2 items
Collection: 2 items
Collection: 1 items
Collection: 2 items
Collection: 1 items
Collection: 2 items
Collection: 0 items
Collection: 4 items
Collection: 1 items
Collection: 1 items

Collection: 2 items
Collection: 2 items
Collection: 5 items
Collection: 8 items
Collection: 2 items
Collection: 2 items
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Collection: 2 items
Collection: 3 items
Collection: 3 items
Collection: 2 items
Collection: 2 items
Collection: 6 items
Collection: 5 items
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Collection: 2 items
Coilection: 3 items
Collection: 2 items
Collection: 2 items
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Collection: 2 items
Collection: 3 items
Collection: 11 items
Collection: 3 items
Collection: 2 items

Figure 4.10: Concepts in db4o datábase
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• FilePath. The physical location where the document is stored.

• Tags. The list of tags associated with the document.

• Contents. The original content of the document.

• Url. The original URL where the stored document was retrieved.

4.2.3 Querying and Ranking
The querying process is performed online and it is fully configurable. The proto-

type can perform 6 types of queries according to what level is needed:

• Keyword Search. The terms in the query are analyzed and sent to the Lucene
index datábase, the hits returned are saved for posterior processing.

• Keyword Extended Search. The analyzed query is sent to the synonyms
processor which also saves all the hits returned.

• Tag Search. The terms in the query are used to construct a Boolean query (OR)
that is sent to the Lucene tagging index datábase, hits returned are stored too.

• Tag Extended Search. The terms in the query are sent to the synonyms
processor and the hits returned saved.

• Concept Search. The terms in the query are used to construct a Boolean query
(OR) that is sent to the Lucene concepts index datábase, hits returned are stored
too.

• Concept Extended Search. The terms in the query are sent to the synonyms
processor and the hits returned saved.

The mentioned query logs are stored in a db4o datábase, the structure of the hits
logs has the following fields:

• Query. The terms used for the query.

• Url. The URL of the resulting candidate document.

• ContentScore. The score returned from the keyword search.

• ContentRelated. A list of other query terms with their respective score, origi-
nated from the keyword extended search where this document was returned as a
hit.

• TagScore. The score returned from the tag search.
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• TagsRelated. A list of other query terms with their respective score, originated
from the tag extended search where this document was returned as a hit.

• ConceptScore. The score returned from the concept search.

• ConceptsRelated. A list of other query terms with their respective score, orig-
inated from the concept extended search where this document was returned as a
hit.

• Relevancy. The relevancy assignment of this document for this query, after the
different scores are analyzed.

The mentioned query logs are analyzed and six sources of evidence are obtained to
determine if the document is relevant or not to the query. If it is relevant, the document
is shown in the list of results. Figure 4.11 shows the Bayesian network that models the
sources of evidence in the experiment. The different sources of evidence are:

• Content. The content score obtained from the keyword search.

• Expanded Content. The average of scores of the related query terms from the
keyword search for the document.

• Concept. The concept score obtained from the concept search.

• Expanded Concept. The average of scores of the related query terms from the
concept search for the document.

• Tagging. The tag score obtained from the tag search.

• Expanded Tagging. The average of scores of the related query terms from the
tag search for the document.

• Relevant. The decisión made after evaluating the scores.
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Figure 4.12: delPDLib Web Service WSDL diagram

4.3 Integration with other systems
Web services are the technologies selected for integration with other systems. In

this section the classes available in the WSDL files are explained as reference to use when
constructing clients to intégrate with other systems. Figure 4.12 shows the diagram of
the three web services implemented.

4.3.1 Search services
There are three classes implemented to interact with search services: SearchRe-

quest, SearchResponse and Result. The first one configures the search request and the
latter provide information about the results obtained.

The SearchRequest class has the following properties:

• Query. Text of the query submitted to the system.

• Operator. Boolean operator for keyword search, the default is AND.

• Language. Language information of the search request.

• KeywordlndexLocation. The physical location of the personal Lucene index.

• ThesaurusLocation. The physical location of the general Thesaurus datábase.

• ConceptlndexLocation. The physical location of the concepts/tagging Lucene
index.
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• Flags. The list of scores to be considerad to rank the documents, the avail-
able options are: content, expanded-content, concept, expanded-concept, tagging,
expanded-tagging.

• Relevancy. A resulting score should be bigger than this valué, this parameter is
only for testing purposes and should be removed when exposing this API to the
general public. It is expected to be used for relevance feedback in next iterations.

The SearchResponse class has the following properties:

• CandidateHits. The total number of possible hits returned by the system.

• RelevantHits. The total number of hits considered relevant by the system.

• Query. Text of the query submitted to the system.

• Cached. If the query has been performed before and the Índices have not
changed, the query did not follow the entire process, just the ranking using the
query logs.

• Results. The list of results, the structure is below.

The Result class has the following properties:

• URL. The URL of the information object, for identification purposes.

• Title. The title of the result.

• Tags. The list of tags associated with the document.

• Concepts. The list of concepts associated with the document.

4.3.2 Upload service
This service provides the integration with del.icio.us bookmarking service, there

is only one class needed to configure for this service, UploadDelicious has the following
properties:

• deliciousUser. The user ñame in del.icio.us system.

• deliciousPassword. The password for the user ñame in del.icio.us system.

• db4oDBLocation. The physical location of the datábase where the imported
data will be stored.

• UploadLocation. The physical location where the documents are uploaded.

• scopeRetrieval. Indicates if it is going to be a full retrieval of the documents
or just a partial retrieval - only the most recent.
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4.3.3 Indexing service
The indexing service provided assumes that the indexing process runs at once, as

mentioned before it is designed to run separately but for the prototype is implemented
as just one service. The class that configures this service is Indexing and has the
following properties:

• db4oDBLocation. The physical location of the datábase where the imported
data will be stored.

• KeywordlndexLocation. The physical location of the personal Lucene index.

• ConceptlndexLocation. The physical location of the concepts/tagging Lucene
index.

• ConfigEnglish. The physical location containing LIUS configuration for English
documents

• ConfigSpanish. The physical location containing LIUS configuration for Span-
ish documents.

4.4 Considerations for PDLib
Web services described in the previous section provide the adequate independent

way to add concept based search to projects like PDLib without dealing with integration
issues on the current back-end infrastructure. This approach has some advantages and
considerations that need to be addressed.

4.4.1 Advantages
• The associations between documents, tags and concepts are stored independently

for each repository in an object datábase. This approach provides portability and
can help future offline support using db4o as the technology to be used in mobile
devices.

• The textual index is also handled independently for each repository, mainly for
performance issues in the concepts indexing process. This approach also provides
scalability since it is location independent.

• The queries and results are also stored in the object datábase, providing a cache
to use the results of the same query without performing the query expansión
process again. This work is also expected to be the starting point to use historie
results as a source of attention metadata to provide implicit relevance feedback
in the project.
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4.4.2 Considerations
• db4o is a good technology for personalization but queries in 0 0 databases are not

as fast as queries in relational databases. It is expected - as suggested in the future
work section - that a tagging infrastructure will be developed and included in the
general PDLib data model. The current model is datábase independent but it is
relational based, some of the flexibilities provided by the object oriented model
may not be easily translated into the relational model. So when the inclusión will
be discussed, the decisión may be to choose between performance or flexibility.

• Concept based search is not for every single query, the additional processing is
not justifiable for basic searches but it is a good tool for advanced searches. It is
useful when the first search did not return the result we were trying to re-find.
That is why it is not expected to be active by default and each of the additional
query processes are configured in the web service.

• The prototype, although it has the ability to index concepts in English and Span-
ish, does not have the ability to expand the query terms into synonyms in Spanish.
A similar resource like WordNet in Spanish is the only thing needed to complete
this feature.

• Concepts indexing is a heavy in resources process, so it is expected not to provide
a user interface option to the service cali. It is recommended to construct a pool
for this kind of processes when adoption of concept based search in PDLib will
be included in the main branch development Une.

4.5 Summary
In this chapter, the technologies evaluated to build the prototype for conceptual

information retrieval in personal repositories were presented. The resulting prototype
includes the following technologies:

• Open source object oriented datábase db4o, which stores the relationships be-
tween documents, tags and concepts and the search results to the queries.

• Open source information retrieval library Lucene, which stores the textual index
for each repository and it is used for conceptual indexing and querying.

• Open source clustering algorithm implementation Lingo, which detects the clus-
ter labels for concepts indexing interacting with Lucene.

• Automatic summarization technique blindLight, which provides the automatic
extracts used for the detection of cluster labels.
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• del.icio.us API and WordNet thesaurus to interact with these systems.

The description of how the documents were selected for experiment, the details of
the textual Índices structure, the types of queries supported and the sources of evidence
used in the ranking process were also presented.

To intégrate with other systems the description of the web services was provided
and the source code for the WSDL file is shown in Appendix A. At last, some consid-
erations specific to PDLib project were mentioned.
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Chapter 5

Results, Conclusions and Future Work

In this chapter, the results obtained using the prototype are presented with a
comparison of the results obtained by Google Custom Search Engine using the same
test set. Then, the conclusions and contributions are summarized and at last, the sug-
gestions proposed for future work to enhance the personal concept information retrieval
system are detailed.

5.1 Results
Traditional information retrieval formulas are used to compare the resuls provided

by the prototype with the results obtained from a Google Custom Search Engine that
uses a similar test set. The formulas used are shown in Equation 5.1 (precisión), Equa-
tion 5.2 (recall) and Equation 5.3 (Fl Score).

. . relevantdocuments ,_ ,.precisión = — (5.1)retneveddocuments

relevantdocuments ._ „.recall = —— (5.2)allrelevantdocuments

2 * precisión * recall . o.FlScore = — — (5.3)precisión + recall

Since the personal repository is small, it is possible to determine all relevant doc-
uments to the queries analyzed. The set of queries generated is composed by general
similar queries (60%), ambiguous queries (20%) and queries with less than two results
(20%).
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Figure 5.1: Google Custom Search Engine Results

Table 5.1: Comparison of precisión and recall average
Configuration
Google CSE
Fully Expanded
Expanded Relevant

Average Precisión
38.08%
22.51%
44.27%

Average Recall
41.81%
72.31%
57.54%

Fl Score
35.73%
29.62%
38.83%

Three types of configuration systems are considered for comparison. Table 5.1
shows a summary of the averages of the precisión, recall and F l score valúes for each
type of configuration systems. The systems been compared are:

Google CSE. The custom search engine is the tool provided by Google to cus-
tomize the search between sets of sites, resources or documents so it can be
compared to a search box for a personal repository. The results obtained from
this tool have as the source set the URLs bookmarked in del.icio.us, the tool
used to créate this custom search engine is available at [9]. Figure 5.1 shows an
example query performed using the configured custom search engine.

Fully Expanded Ranking. The list of results includes all the documents stored
as candidates for the query.

Expanded Relevant Ranking. This list of results only includes the documents
that are considered by the system as relevant, from the Fully Expanded Ranking
configuration. Figure 5.2 shows the XML returned by the web service using the
same example query as the one used for Google CSE, 13 pages were identified as
candidates to the query but only two of them are considered relevant.
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Figure 5.2: Expanded Relevant Ranking Results

From the table, it can be inferred that the Fully Expanded configuration helps
increase the recall capabilities of the system while its precisión is the worst. Precisión
and recall are stable in the Google Custom Search Engine configuration and the Ex-
panded Relevant has the best Fl Score, a measure of test's accuracy whih is a weighted
average of the precisión and recall valúes.

5.2 Conclusions
The Web is continuously evolving. Back in 1997, when companies were eager to

establish an online pressence and developers were trying to find the solution to interop-
erability between platforms - XML - the common user was just amazed by the access to
information he could not get before. The next generation of the web - aka. Web 2.0 -
become mainstream when companies found the way to use the Web as a platform - Web
Services, RSS, AJAX - and users realized that being consumers was not enough and
become information producers too. The upcoming generation of the web is going to be
focused on providing the tools to use efficiently the vast information resources people
interact with, in a personal context. The research's goal is to provide a contribution
towards this need.
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Search engines are good enough in general contexts, where popularity based algo-
rithms have proven to be really efective. But in personal contexts, there is still a lot of
work to be done to improve the results. The table provided in the previous question
shows that the approach taken in this research - tagging and latent concepts indexing
- can improve the precisión and recall of the results provided by other tools already in
the market.

Although tagging is not the ideal way to include semantics in a personal reposi-
tory, it is the fastest and easiest to learn so it is most likely that any user trying to get
more benefit from a personal digital library will use tags. The numbers in Table 5.1
show that little semantics - personal keywords - provide enough information to have
better query results.

Latent semantic indexing seems like a promising approach in a personal repository
to identify relationships between concepts in the entire personal digital library. In the
test set the information provided by the concepts indexing was not as important to the
results as tagging was but it didn't bring noise to the list of results so it needs more
testing to make a conclusión about its use.

The main contribution of the research is the ranking formula obtained using the
six sources of evidences. Equation 5.4 shows this formula where:

rel= [(KS*p)+(EKS*ext)]*key+[(CS*p)+(ECS*ext)]*cpt+[(TS*p)+(ETS*ext)}*tag
(5.4)

• KS. Content Score

• EKS. Extended Content Score

• CS. Concept Score

• ECS. Extended Concept Score

• TS. Tagging Score

• ETS. Extended Tagging Score

• p + ext = 1

• key + ept + tag = 1
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The valúes of the constants are determined by looking at the scores in the test
set. It is expected that this formula can be useful when the system is online and the
constRel valué is adjusted by relevance feedback indicators analyzing search logs.

The other important contribution of the research is the general architecture for a
conceptual information retrieval system. This architecture adds three important com-
ponents to any system that wants to add conceptual features. The Concepts Labeling
module represents the semantics important to the user, the Concepts Indexing module
represents the identification of hidden relationships in the context and the Concepts
Ranking module shows the integration needed between the rest of the modules to gen-
érate an adequate list of results.

The work developed shows a recommended way to provide concept tools in any
personal repository system. It shows a way to interact with one of the most popular
bookmarking service - del.icio.us - by using its API so the approach could be used
for other similar services. The web services proposed show how easy it will be to
interact with the system, adjusting to the needs that any system has to fulfill now:
interoperability.

5.3 Future work
This research is just the beginning in this área, here is a list of some of the things

that were considered for this project and could not be developed because it was out of
scope.

5.3.1 Tagging interface and usability
At mentioned in Section 3.2.1, there are four major types of labels. At the begin-

ning it was intended to provide an independent user interface for tagging information
objects in PDLib. But since the metadata already has the editorial keywords, the use of
other labels/tags could bring confusión to the actual user interface. So an independent
module that handles all the mini-semantics descriptors is suggested to be studied.

This module could include a layer that is extensible and powerful enough to han-
dle different associations and relationships between the type of labels and provides a
interface focused on usability for the capture of these descriptors and how to display
them in web and mobile clients.

Potentially, this module could be the point of interaction to other tagging systems
on the cloud and gather additional tags by interoperating with them. The increase of
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semantics will make the system more powerful and the four types of labels could be
used as sources of evidences for the ranking of documents.

Initial references to start work in this área include the dimensions identified as key
for the design of tagging systems [84], the vocabularity evolution in tagging communities
[101], the integration of classification in a social tagging system [95] and tag clouds for
summarizing search results [76].

5.3.2 Attention metadata for relevance feedback
In section 2.4.5 implicit feedback is explained. The approach taken to determine

if a document is relevant or not in this study is by simple observation, this process is
not scalable so an automatic approach is suggested to be developed.

The majority of web systems are storing our trails of links - aka. attention meta-
data - to identify what we pay attention to, where we click, how long does it take us
to click in another resource. This information should also be stored for the system
in order to bring at least one more source of evidence, implicit relevance feedback to
adjust the valúes for the ranking formula.

Attention metadata could be another pluggable module to any personal repository
to get information about the users in order to provide better results by learning previous
preferences. To continué research in attention metadata the work done to track atten-
tion in collaborative tagging communities [100] and the coUection and management of
attention metadata [87] is recommended.

5.3.3 Probabilistic Latent Semantic Analysis for Concepts In-
dexing

Probabilistic Latent Semantic Analysis is introduced in section 2.1.3. One of the
weakness of the implementation of Latent Semantic Indexing in the prototype is the
inability to use short subtitles in the text as summary sentences for the concepts in-
dexing process. PLSA has successful results in topic based segmentation [20] which
identifies subtopics in a document.

This approach can be used to replace or adjust the latent semantic indexing of
concepts in the system. Therefore, as the concepts evidence. Although it may be
similar to keyphrases extraction analysis, it is interesting to look at this option as an
alternative to enhance the system.
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Appendix A

XML Files

delPDLib.wsdl
<?xml versión^" 1.0" encoding="UTF-8" ?>
<wsdl:definitions name="ws" targetNamespace=" ht tp: / /ws. pdlib . itesm .edu/" xmln8:pdlib=" http: / /ws. pdlib . ítesm .edu/"
xmlns:xsd=" http://www.w3. org/2001/XMLSchema" xmlns:Boap=" http: //schemas . xmleoap . org/wsdl/soap/"
xmlns:wsdl=" http://schemas . xmlsoap . org/wsdl/">
<wsdl:types>

<xsd:schema targetNamespace=" ht tp: //ws . pdlib . itesm -edu/">
<xsd:element name=" upload">

<xsd:complexType>
<xsd :sequence>

<xsd:element name=" in" type=" xsd:string"/>
</xsd:sequence>

</xsd:complexType>
</xsd:element>
<xsd:element name=" uploadResponse">

<xsd:complexType>
<xsd :sequence>

<xsd;element name=" out" type=" xsd:string"/>
</xsd:sequence>

</ xsd rcomplexTy pe>
</xsd:element>
<x8d:complexType name=w ConfigUpload">

<xsd:sequenc e>
<xsd:element maxOccurs=" 1" minOccurs=" 1" name=" deliciousUser" type=" xsd:Btring"/>
<xsd;element maxOccurs=" 1" minOccurs=" 1" name=" deliciousPassword" type=" xsd:string" />
<xsd:element maxOccurs=" 1" minOccurs=" 1" name=" db4oDBLocation" type=" XBd:string"/>
<xsd:element maxOccurs-' 1" minOccurs=;" 1" name=" UpIoadLocation" type=" xsd :st ring" />
<xsd:element maxOccurs-' 1" minOccurs="0" name=" scopeRetrieval" type=" xsd:boolean" />

</xsd:sequence>
</xsd :comp!exType>
<xsd:element name=n indexingResponsen>

<xsd:complexType>
<xsd :sequence>

<xsd:element name=M out" type=" xsd:string" />
</xsd:sequence>

</xsd:complexType>
</xsd:e!ement>
<XBd:compIexType name=" Configlndex">

<xsd :sequence>
<xsd:element maxOccurs—" 1" minOccurs=" 1" name=" db4oDBLocation)> type=" xsd:string"/>
<xsd:element maxOccurs^" 1" minOccurs=" 1" name=" keywordlndexLocation" type=" xsd:string"/>
<xsd:element maxOccurs-' 1" minOccurB=" 1" name=" ConceptlndexLocation" type=" xsd:string"/>
<xsd:element maxOccurs=" 1" mÍnOccurs="0" name=w configEnglish" type=" xsd:string" />
<xsd:element maxOccurs=" 1" rninOccurs=M0" name=" configSpanish" type=" xsd:string"/>

</xsd:sequence>
</xsd:complexType>
<xsd:complexType narae=" SearchRequest">

<xsd :sequence>
<xsd:element maxOccurs=" 1" tninOccurs=" 1" nam^="Query" type=" xBd:strÍngrt/>
<xsd:element maxOccurs=" 1" minOccurs=M Xn name=M Operator" type=" xsd:string" />
<xsd:element maxOccurs=" 1" minOccurs=" 1" name=" Language" type=" xsd:string" />
<xsd:element maxOccurs=" lrt minOccurs=" 1" name=" KeywordlndexLocation" type=M xsdrstring" />
<xsd:element maxOccurs^" 1" minOccurs=" 1" name=" ThesaurusLocation" type=" xsd:string" />
<xsd:element maxOccurs=" 1" minOccurs=" 1" name=" ConceptlndexLocation" type=" xsd:string" />
<xsd:element name=" Flags" type=" pdlíb:FlagsSearch"/>
<xsd:element name=" Re levan cy" ty pe^' xsdrfloat" />

</ x sd :sequence>
</ xsd:complexType>

<xsd;compIexType name=" SearchRespon8e">
<xsd :sequence>
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<xsd:element name=rt CandidateHits" type=" xsd :int" />
<xsd:element name=" RelevantHits" type=" xsd: int " />
<xsd:element maxOccurs=" 1" minOccurs=" 1" name="QueryB type=" xsd:string"/>
<xsd:element maxOccurs=" 1" minOccurs=" O" name=" Cached" type=" xsd:boolean" />
<xsd:element name=" Resulta" type=" pdlib:Result" />

</xsd:sequenc e>
</xsd:complexType>
<xsd :complexType narae=* FlagsSearch ">

<xsd:sequence>
<xsd:element name=" content" type=" xsd:boolean"/>
<xsd:element name=nexpanded-contentw type—M xsd:boolean"/>
<xsd:element name=" concept" type=" xsd:boolean" />
<xsd:element name=" expanded—concept" type=n xsd:boolean"/>
<xsd:element name=* tagging" type=" xsd:boo!ean"/>
<xsd:element name=M expanded—tagging" type=" xsd:booIean"/>

</xsd: sequence>
</xsd:complexType>
<xsd:complexType name=M Result">

<xsd:sequence>
<xsd:element maxOccurs=" 1" minOccurs=rt 1" name="URL" type=" xsdistr ing '1^
<xsd:element maxOccurs=" 1" minOccurs=" 1" name=" Title" type=" xsd:string"/>
<xsd;element maxOccurs=" 1" minOccurs="0" name="Tag8" type=" xsd:string"/>
<xsd:element maxOccurs=" 1" minOccurs=" 0" name=" Concepta" type=w xsd:string"/>

</xsd:sequence>
</xsd:compIexType>
<xsd:element name=" uploadRequest" type=" pdlib:ConfigUpload"/>
<xsd:element name=" ÍndexingRequest" type^" pdlib:ConfigIndex"/>
<xsd:element name=n searchRequest" type=M pd!ib:SearchRequestw />
<xsd:element name=" searchResponse" type=rw pdlib:SearchResponse"/>

</xsd:schema>
</ wsdl :types>
<wsdl:message name=" indexingResponsew>

<wsdl:part name=" parameters" element=" pdlíb:indexingResponse"/>
</wsdl:message>
<wsdl:message name=" searchRequest">

<wsdl:part name=" parameters" element=" pdlÍb:searchRequest"/>
</wsdl:message>
<wsdl:message name=" ÍndexingRequest">

<wsdl:part name=" parameters" element=" pdüb:indexingRequest"/>
</ wsdl:message>
<wsdl:message name=" uploadRequest">

<wsdl:part name=" parameters" element=" pdlib:uploadRequest"/>
</wsdl:message>
<wsdl:message name=" up!oadResponse">

<wsdl:part name=" parameters" element=" pdlib:uploadResponse" />
</ wsdl :message>
<wsdl:message narae=" searchResponse">

<wsdl:part narae=" parameters" element=" pdlib:searchResponse"/>
</ wsdl: message>
<wsdl:portType name=" ws">

<wsdl:operation name=M upload">
<wsdl:input name=" delicious" message=" pdlib:uploadRequest" />
<wsdl:output message=" pdlib:uploadResponse"/>

</wsdl:operation>
<wsdl:operation nam^" indexing">

<wfsdl:input message=" pdlib:indexíngRequ«st" />
<wsdl:output message=" pdlibrindexíngResponse"/>

</wsdl:operation>
<wsdl:operation narae=" search">

<wsdl:input message=" pdlib:searchRequest" />
<wsdl:output message=w pdlib:searchResponse" />

</ wBdl:operatíon>
</wsdl:portType>
<wsdl:binding name="delPDLibSOAP" type=" pdlib:ws">

<soap:binding sty le^ ' document" transport=" http: //schemas . xmlsoap . org / soap/ http" />
<wsdl:operation name=" upload">

<soap:operation soapAction=" http: //ws . pdlib . itesm . edu/NewOperationM />
<wsdl:input name=" delicious ">

<soap:body use="literal"/>
</wsdl:Ínput>
<wsdl:output>

<soap:body use-' l i te ra l" />
</wsdI:output>

</wsdl:operation>
<wsdl :operatíon name=" indexing">

<soap:operation soapAction=" http:/ /ws. pdlib. itesm. edu/ indexing" />
<wsdl:Ínput>

<soap:body use=" l i te ra l" />
</ wsdl :input>
<wsdl:output>

<soap:body use="literal"/>
</wsdl:OUtput>
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</wsdl:operation>
<wsdl:operation name=" search">

<soap:operation soapAction=" http: //ws . pdlib . itesm .edu//search"/>
<wsdl:input>

<soap:body use=" 1 i t e r alw/>
</wsdl:input>
<wsdl :output>

<soap:body use=" literal**/>
</wsdl:output>

</ wsdl:operation>
</wsdl:binding>
<w8d1:8ervice narae=" delPDLib">

<wsdl:port name="delPDLibSOAPrt binding=" pdlib:delPDLibSOAP">
<soap:address location="bttp: //www. example . org/" />

</ wsdl:port>
</ wsd l:servíce>
</wsdl:definitions>

services.xml
<?xml ver8ion=" 1.0" encoding="UTF— 8" ?>
<! This file UÍO» auto— generatcd from WSDL >
< ! — b y t h e A p a c h e A x i s S v e r s i ó n : 1.3 B u i l t o n : A u g 1 0 , 2 0 0 7 ( 0 4 : 4 5 : 4 7 L K T ) — >
< serví ceGroup>

<service name=" delPDLib">
<messageReceivers>

<messageReceiver mep=" http: //www. w3 . org/ns/wsdl/in—out"
class="edu . iteem . pdlib . ws . DelPDLibMessageReceiverlnOut" />

</messageReceivers>
<parameter name=" ServiceClass">edu . itesm . pdlib . ws . DelPDLibSkeleton</parameter>
<parameter name=" useOriginalwsdl ">true</parameter>
<parameter name=" modifyUaerWSDLPortAddress">true</parameter>
<operation name=" upload" mep=" http: //www. w3 . org/ns/wsdl/in—out">

<actionMapping>http: //vannevar . mty . itesm .mx/delPDLib/NewOperation</actionMapping>
<output ActionMapping>

http: //vannevar . mty . itesm .mx/delPDLib/delPDLib/uploadResponse
</outputActionMappin g>

</ operation>
<operation name=" indexing" mep=" http: //www. w3. org/ns/wsdl/in—out">

<actionMapping>http: //vannevar . mty . i team .mx/delPDLib/ indexing</actionMapping>
<outputActionMapping>

http: //vannevar . mty . ¡team .mx/delPDLib/delPDLib/ indexingResponse
</outputActíonMapping>

</ operation>
<operation name=" search" n̂ ep=" http: //www.w3- org/ns/wsdl/in—out">

<actionMapping>htt p: //vannevar . mty . itesm .mx/delPDLib/ search</actionMapping>
<outputActionMapping>

http : //vannevar . mty . itesm .mx/delPDLib/delPDLib/searchResponse
</outputActionMapping>

</ operation>
</se rvice>

</serviceG roup>
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Appendix B

UML diagrams

B.l Class diagrams
Figure B.l shows the dependency between the packages in the prototype.

Figure B.2 shows UploadPosts which is the only class in the package edu.itesm.pdlib.delicious

Figure B.3 shows the three classes in charge of the index process in the package
edu.itesm.pdlib.lucene: Index, Summarizer and HTMLParser.

Figure B.4 shows the three classes in charge of the query process in the package
edu.itesm.pdlib.lucene: QueryExpander, SpanishAnalyzer and EnglishAnalyzer.

Figure B.5 shows the data model for the indexed documents of the object datábase
in the prototype. The model includes three classes:

• Mark. This class stores the documents information

• Tag. This class stores the tags associated with the documents downloaded.

• Concept. This class stores the indexed concepts and their association with tags
and documents.

Figure B.6 shows the data model for the candidate results in the prototype. The
results are also modeled through three classes.

• Hit. The candidate document returned by the query processor.

• Synonym. The list of scores obtained through the expanded queries triggered
by the synonyms.

• QueryTerm. This class stores the list of candidate results for the query being
evaluated, used for cache purposes and later on for attention analysis.
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«irnport, auto di tected»

• edu.itesm.pdlib.ws

suserjtefinfd»

1
edu.itesm.pdlib.delicious

«import MÍO ctetected»

edu.itesm.pdlib.model

irnport»

1
; edu.itesm.pdlib.lucene

Figure B.l: Package Dependency
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i

a datábase: String
A delicious: Delicious
A fileTypes: FileTypes

¿p password: String
a username: String

UploadPosts(in user: String, in password: String)
downloadDocs(): int
getDatabaseQ: String
getDownloaded(in fileName: String, in withExtension: boolean): File

• getFileTypesQ: FileTypes
i? main(in args: String[])

printMarks(): boolean
retrieveAIIPosts(in allPosts: boolean): boolean
setDatabase(in datábase: String)

Figure B.2: Package edu.itesm.pdlib.delicious
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o concepWndexLocflíion: String
o confióle: Strfng
o datábase: String

o log4jFle: String

«f lndax(ln loe: String, h concaptsLoc String)
• createWMMDataselfln dKctoryPatrt artia. n oUpJFtename: bodean? Iratancea

^ d3phwCIU3ta(lnlevetlnl,intasSli1ng.lnclusterRmvCIU3ler)
^ s («sployRes^tsCn restA Resul)
^» generateArffO
0 generoleConceptsMexO

• getConccptetidext-ocalionO artng
• gdConfigFlea String
• getOatabaseCC Striig
• gettKtexLocationO: Striig

^ indexConceptsO
^ IndexConceptsOn query. Striig)
• f<CarrMControlerü:LocalConttofcr
»f m>*K»args:StringlD
,» prMMartsC bodMn
• setConceptstndexLocdionOn conceptshdexLocídíon; String)
• artConfIgFlefticonflgFiKStrhg)
• sstDalatasXti Uttabase: String)
• satlndexLocalnnOn bcMñn: String)
• setLog4Fl«inlog4FleStrng)

!. String
o lneScp:SWig

• orrayToStrtngChtext Strmgü): String
A <flsptayStrings(h strtigs: StringQ)
• mvShortSBntenanOntaxtStnrig.lnruiMbrds:lnt): String

& generateSummariesO
• getContarKti fMtomK Strtig): String
• getoatabaseo: Sinng
• getSurnnaryOntext String); SWig

0
«• mainOnargs:StrtigQ)

«jfflpórt» String, in iner SlringQ)
• ss!Database<ln databa» String)

i

é HTMJ>ars«rO
• viatEndTag(htag:Tag)
• vUTagrjntag: Tag)

Figure B.3: Package edu.itesm.pdlib.lucene - index process

B.2 Sequence diagrams
Figure B.7 shows the sequence diagram for the retrieval of posts from del.icio.us

using the API. The diagram only includes the key messages to retrieve the information
and store in the data model.
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.$• Óueryf xp»nder
o conceplsLocation: Strhg
o contigFle: String
o datábase: Strhg
o ndexLocabon: String
o togtJFle: string
o togDatabase: Slring
•¿togoerLogger
o queryPropFle: String
o synonytnLocation: String
o termSeparator: String

4 QueryExpandertln loe: String, (i IndexLoc: Strng, In conLoc: String)
& tWíeywordQuerrtn querySlr Sfrng)
• doLSICueryfnquerySIrStrhg)

^ doQuery(in queryStr: String)
doSyslanQueryfri strOucry Stiing)
doTagQuery(in queryStr: Slring)
generateArtfrjn tieName: String)

Í generateoutput
getConceptsLocalionO String
getContigFle() striig
gelDetabaseO: String
getlndexLocstionO String
getLog4jFleO Strhg
getLogDatabaseU String
getQueryPropFleO String
getQueryTenns(in words: SthngUX Strng
getSynQnyni.oc«BonC Slring

t f mamón args: StrhgtD
0 prM»s^yrionvmsS»r(Dle(inworilr St*g|],lni»jeryStr String,hanalyzer: Analyier.lnindexType: int.inboolClper..
f saveHIsfln queryStr String, ¡n hte: H«s, í i hdexType: int)
a> setConceptsLocation(h conceptsLocation: String)
• setConh^«e(H conli^fc: Strng)
• selOatabaseOn datábase: String)
• sedndexLccmiondnlocatioa String)
• setLog4fie(ln logífle: String)
• seU-ogDatabase(in logDatabase: String)
• setOueryPropFloOn queryPropFle: String)
• setSynonyrnLocation(in synonymLocatian: String)

<f analyíer: SnowbalAnalyrar
o SPAMSH.STOP JnCRDS: StringU

é SpanlshAnalyzerO
«f SpontehAnalyjotin stopWw*! StrlnglD
• tc*enStrea^lnfieliManie:SlnYig,lnreaderReaclar):Tol<enStreajii

é analyzer. SnowbaUnalyzer
V B*XJSHJSTOP_yvORDS StrinjO

i EngtshAnMyzerO

• tokenStreamCn fieMName: String, ¡n reader: Reactor) TokenStream

Figure B.4: Package edu.itesm.pdlib.lucene - query process
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e> concepts: Concept
o date: Date
a docBlob: Blob
n href: String
a indexed: boolean
¿> keyphrases: Tag
a keywords: Tag
n language: String
• notes: String
¿> personalTags: Tag
° shared: boolean
£ sociafTags: Tag
a titlc: String

ti lubrk(jn href: String, in tule: String. in notes: String. in date: Dale)
< f Mark(m href: String)
• asskjnConcept(m concept: Concept)

• assign Keyphrases(in tag: Tag)

• ass¡gnKéyword(mtag:Tag)

• assign PersonalTag$n tag: Tag)
• asskjnSocialTagOn tag: Tag)
• get Concepts

• getConceptsO: Ust
• getDateO: Date
• getDocBlobO: Hob
• get Href 0: String
« getLanguag«O; String

• getNotesO: String

• gstPersonalTagsO: Lét
• getSocialTagsO: üst
• getTags

• getTitteO: Slring

9 isIndexedO: boolean
• isSharedO: boolean
A set Concepts
• setDatetm date: Date)
• setDoíBlobOn docHob: Blob)

• set Href (m href: String)

• setlndexedQn indtxed: boolean)

• setLanguageCm bnguage: String)

• setNotes(in notes: String)

• setSharedrjn shared: boolean)

• setTitleOn tule: String)

• toStringO: Strinq

-docs

• concept: String

ú docs :» * *

a tags:Tag

m ConceptCm concept: String)
• asskjnMark(jn mark: lubrk)
• assJgnTagrjntag:Tag)

41 getConceptO: String

• getDocsO: Ust
• getTagsO: Ust
41 setConceptfin concept: String)
j> set Docs

A setTags

41 toStringQ: String

-tags

- eocialTags

- keymords

• keyphrases

» condep s

A concepts: Concept

A docs:li4ark
• separator: String
• tag: String

TagQntag: String. in sep: String)
asskjnConceptQn ckister: Concept)
asskjnMarVCm marte lubrk)
getConceptsO: Ust
getDocsO: Ust
getSeparatonO: String
getTagO: String

set Concepts
set Docs

setSeparatorQn separator: String)
sttTagOntag: String)
toStringO: String

- personalTags

Figure B.5: Package edu.itesm.pdlib.model - Documents model



A conceptScore: double
A conceptsRelated: Synonym
A id: int

A query: String
A related: Synonym
A relevancy: int
A score: double
^ tagScore: double
A tagsRelated: Synonym
A uri: String

rf Hit(in query: String, in urfc String, in id: int)
• addConceptRelated(in syn: Synonym): boolean
• addRelated(in syn: Synonym): boolean
• addTagRelated(in syn: Synonym): boolean
• getConceptScore(): double

• getConceptsRelatedO: List
• getld(): Int
• getQueryQ: String

• getRelatedO: List
• getRelevancyO: int
• getScoreO: double
• getTagScore(): double
• getTagsRelated(): List
• getUIO: String
• setConceptScore(in conceptScore: double)
A setConceptsRelated
• setld(in id: int)
• set€)uery(in query: String)
A setRctated

• setRetevancyOn relevancy: int)
• setScore(in score: double)
• setTagScore(in tagScore: double)
A setTagsRelated
• setUrlfm urt String)

-hits

O Qúliyféitn
A h*s: Hit
A id: int
A query: String

é OueryTerm(h query: String)
• addHit(in hi: H»): boolean
• getHtsGList

• getlcK): int
• getQueryO: String
A setHts
• setltKin ict int)
• set6uery(in query: String)

-tagsRelated

ú

•

•

•

•

score double
terms: String

lonyíbt *

Synonym(in terms: String, in score: double)
getScoreO: double
getTermsO: String

setScoreOn score:
setTerms(in terms:

double)
String)

Figure B.6: Package edu.itesm.pdlib.model - Results model
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Figure B.7: retrieveAUPosts method - sequence diagram
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